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Preface

This report is the result of a research project, which
has been a most chaIleng5-ng and rewarding experience. we have
had to overcome, by hard work and some improvj-sation, numerous
problems inherent in research endeavors of this nature. Two of
these probrems, the lack of reliable data on undocumented im-
migrants and the as yet unavailable ethnic group data of the
1980 census, proved to be the most difficult. yet, we feelthat we have successfully met both challenges.

The research posed a fundamental challenge to the re-
search team in that as much as 10 percent of the population of
New York city may be without proper immigration documents.
Hence, the sj-ze of many ethnic communities could not be reliablyestimated. The research team worked dirigently in trying to
overcome this problem and relied. in an eclectic fashion on thework of others who generously shared their expertise, exper-iences, and research results with us.

This report was truly the resurt of a team effort. Theresearch team was directed by the Project Director, Demetrios G.Papademetriou, and included William DeMarco and Diana Zimmerman.Dr. Del"larcors responsibility focused on most of Sections I andrr. lls. zimmerman's principal contribution appears in parts ofsection rv. Ar1 three individuars shared equilry in the exten-sive interview schedule. Professor Richard-uoor6 of princeton
university acted as a troubleshooter at key intervars duringtne course of the research.

special thanks go to Everyn Mann and Frank Vardy of theCity's Population Division for their generosity with their timeand the vast insights which they were wilring lo share with us.
T!+" report relied greatly on their work. [.Ie also want to spec-ifically acknowledge our debt to two other works: Michaelstegmanrs 1981 study on The pyna{ics.of-Rental Housinq in New
ry+lx ana the city P
capital Needs and priorities for the citv of New yori<.
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A special note of appreciation belongs to Lucy Corcoran
who helped organize and patiently typed this report. We also
want to thank the Centerrs Art Director, Lucretia I*{ie1e, and
Dolores Galanek for their technical assistance- Finally, a
special note of appreciation goes to our respondents. They gave
freely of their time and with their extensj-ve comments made this
a true learning experience for us. This report is better for
their participation.

I am confident that the report will prove to be a rich
reservoir of information and analytical insj-ghts on the chal-
lenges which new immigrants to Brooklyn and Queens pose for the
receiving communities, the areas where social action and vigor-
ous initiatives in the housing field are needed most acutely.

Center f or l,ligration Studies, New York
January 11, 1983

Lydio F. Tomasi
Executive Director
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INTRODUCTION

New York City has been the initial destination poj-nt

of tens of millions of i-mmigrants in this nation,s history.
A look at the countries of origin and the demographic com-

position of these irnmigrants usually documents each histor-
ical periodrs configuration of globar poritical and economic

conditions, the United Statest place in them, and the re-
la.tive Pcker of ttre dcneseic political coa.l-itiqrs in tte United States.

such coaritions, of course, infruence tegisration on immigra-

tion which acts to change the character of future immigration
flows to this country.

As a result of the political and economic conditions in
tlre Anericas, in which the u.s. usuarry has more than a casual
role, migration and. refugee frows from the less developed

ccn:ntries south of the u.s. har,e ineeased opcrrentially. txrUlce

the u.s. southwest, however, where our complex historical
slanbiosis with Mexico has created an armost binational
sociar and economic community invorving deep-rooted
patterns of very substantial migration from that country,
the Northeast, and especialry the New york metropolitan area,
have developed a tradition of imrnigration from the Caribbean
rslands and, increasingly, centrar and south America. This
migration is reinforced constantly by werl-developed path-
ways and family/ethnic networks to the point where it takes
a life of its own and, in a comprex but predictabre manner,
it responds to forces qrtrich are at tines nurgi-nafIy related to srctr

"objective" economic factors as the economic and emproyment

1.
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climate in the d.estination area.

At the same tirne, the 1965 and subsequent reforms in
the U.S. Immigration and. Nationality Act opened. formal, in-
st.itutional pathways to another region which had been here-

tofore virtually excluded. from participation in irnmigration

to the U.S.: Asia. Again, the opening of the immigration
gate to Asia has resurted, in the formation of substantial
Asiatic ethnic communities at a rate which appears remark-

ably dynamic. when one add,s the continuation of immigration

flows from the more traditionar southern and Eastern Europ-

ean countries, the strength of recent refugee flowq and. the
pervasive maintenance of an essentiarry "open" back door of
immigr4tion (i-e. iIIegal migration) through the'non-
enforcement of the irunigration law, one understands the '

reasons for the very substantiar numbers of irnmigrants in
our mid,st.

one needs not be more than a casual observer of rife
in New York city to notice the continued pervasiveness of
the presence of new .immigrants. with the possibLe exception
of staten rsland, the other boroughs are teaning with n€w-

comers with increasingly more exotic costumes, new sounds,

and, novel customs. rn this constantly changing mosaic alr
but the most persistent and methodical observers are quick-
1y lost as the character of entire neighborhood.s changes

often in a matter of a few years. These changes, obvious

as they might be to those who continue to rive there, are
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extremely resistant to empirical analysis by outsiders. When

one ad,ds to this the unreliability of offici.al statistics, it
is not surprising that valid general statements about the

parameters of the changing character of New York City can be

extremely dangerous to make.

The reasons for the paucity of reliabl-e statistics on

the new immigrants are many. First, ol" must mention the

invisibility of those who are here in violation of the im-

migration law (the so-called. illegal or undocuruented or out

of [immigration] status aliens). Efforts to speak author-
itatively abbut undocumented, workers are styroied, by the

very nature of the research problem: undocumented workers

are in the United. States cland.estinely and ar.e extremely /

difficult to interview. A second reason refrects the irit".-
ent nature of those data which do exist. rntercensar data

on new immigrants have been obtained from the annual alien
registrations of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Arthough this practice was recentry discontinued (1981 was

the rast year it was required), the arien registration in-
formation has been a barometer of shifts and trend.s in the

movement of new immigrants. of course, and as te point out
in the report, one must be carefur not to make cla.ims abqrt'ant

extrapolations from the data which cannot be supported with
the available evidence.

For instance, one cannot expect to rely on these data

for accurate information on the size and composition of new
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immigrant communities. The reasons are many. First, iI-
lega1 aliens, who may comprise the large Grponents in rnany e*rric

communitiesr.do rpt file. Second, some ethni_c groups simply

have a high incidence of noncompliance. In vj-ew of the

fact that compliance has been essentially "voluntary", and

non-reporting has carried no discernible risks, the prac-

tice may have fallen into disuse. This may be particularly

the case also with the newest irmnigrants as recent shrinking

INS budgets have led to only marginal public information

campaigns to educate irnrnigrants of their duty to register.
Hence, many of them may not know of the requirement, or may

simply forget or neglect to comply. Third, the longitudinal
quality of data which are obtained is at best of very limit-
ed value. The rl."on for this is that the reporting require-

ment ceases once one has become a U.S. citizen. Hence, de-

pending on an ethnic group's propensity to naturalize early,
some groups may show only marginal aggregate changes while

in reality they may be experiencing a very substantial growth

in their stock. This statistical guirk would be particularly
relevant for such ethnic groups as the many Asiatics who ob-

tain citizenship as soon as they are eligible so as to be able

to have their families join them under the most advantageous

terms of the preference system of the rmmigration and Nation-

ality Act (INA). Of course, since there exists a dearth of
studj-es on rates of naturalization for different ethnic groups

one can only suggest that the rNS card registration data are
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unreliable but cannot pred.ict with any certainty the degree

or directj-on of the resulting skewing.

A final word of caution about available data involves

the measurement of the Puerto Rican popula.tion. Puerto

Ricans are a highly mobile population which for many pur-

poses can be viewed as an "i-mmigrant" population. The

rationale for this classification rests with the place which

Puerto Ricans occupy along a number of variables such as

income, employment status, housing, and political partici-
pation and. efficacy. This place is closer, and often in-
ferior, to that of most new jmmigrants. It is also consist-
ently inferior to that of the black population in New York

City. Hence, by virtue of their social, economic, and. po1-

itj-cal powerlessness, a strong argument for their inclufion
in a study of this type can be made. Yet, since puerto

Ricans are U.S. citizens, their profile can only be gleaned

from the decennial census. With many of the in depth 1980

census results stiIl unavailable, only lirnited information
on the 1980 characteristics of Puerto Ricans is possible.

With the alleged substantial undercount of both Puerto Rican

and undocumented immigrant popuration in the rg8o census,

even such estjmates have been cast into uncertainty.
Having offered. these caveats about the reliability of

hard data on numbers of much of the popuration which we wirl
be attempting to study in this reporte w€ wourd also liJce to
emphasize some positive aspects and opportunities which the
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data do present. First, and. as we arready pointed out,
the data do al1ow comparisons and the identification of
trerrds both for specific ethnic groups over time and across
different groups. second, they arlow the documenting of the
arival of new groups hence permitting the tracing of the
changing ethnic character of the city. Third, they do arlow
for the assessment of the shifting quantitative balance be-
tween Puerto Rican and other Hispanic groups. rn alr, and

when taken toqether with other sources of information, they
do contribute toward a furler picture of the ethnic mosaic

of New York City.

These "other" sources of information have been heaviry
reried, upon in this report, arthough in an ecrectic fashiop.
For instance, the slowIy evolving body of riterature on

specific ethnic groups in the city has been thoroughly and

completely reviewed. studies which have focused on the par-
ticipation of new immigrants in a variety of economic activ-
ities in the City, such as the restaurant, garment, and

building industries, have also been perused,. Finatly, we

have'sought and have been fortunate enough to secure the
cooperation of over fifty community, neighborhood associa-
tion, and ethnic group readers whose opinions and perceptions,
culled from their answers to a specificarly designed open-
ended questionnaire, were reried upon both as the source of
new knowledge and as additionar evidence in the confirming/
disconfirming process of our research questions. A copy of
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this survey instrument appears as Appendix I in this report.
The body of the report is composed of four parts. The

first part offers a profi-le of the population of New york City

and especially of the boroughs of Brooklyn and eueens. Changes

in the composition of the target populations of "new" immi-

grants have been identified by looking at the results of both

the 1970 and 1980 Censusr ds well as at alien registration
information.

The second. part of the report focuses more concretely on

the housing situation in the two boroughs. Therer w€ attempt

to identify areas where housing problems are substantial yet

we feel that appropriate policy intervention can stem that
decline and, eventually, begin to reverse it. .'Guided by the

useful, though sparse, knowledge gained from the preliminary

results of the 1980 Census and the 1981 New York City Housing

Survey, and aided by the population distribution information

detailed in the first part of the reportr w€ proceed to iden-

tify the major housing problems faced by the residents of
these boroughs.

The third section of the report focuses on the ethnic

composition of the population of Brooklyn and Queens. There,

we pay particular attention to the distribution and concen-

tration of specific immigrant groups and on the manner in
which immigration impacts on particurar communities. The pre-
liminary results of the 1980 Census and INS Alien Registration
data are the main tools which have been utilized in that sect,ion.
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The fourth section relies on the substantive findings

of recent and ongoing studies of a variety of "new" immigrant

groups and on our own interviews of ethnic and community

lead,ers in an effort to identify the process of this "new"

i:nmigration and the problems which these immigrants face. In

that section \.ve are interested equally in what is idiosyn-

cratic to each grouP and what is shared in common by these

newer immigrants. Rather extensive profiles have been drawn

on eight different groups rePresenting a cross-section of old

and new immigrant corununitj-es.

Finally, the last part of this report offers a wide

range of policy and service alternatives for initiatives in-

volving both private and public sectors. Without anticipating

our findings, it should suffice to point out in concluding "

th6se d-ntooductofy renarks that the direction in which our re-

search has taken us is toward a marriage of limited private

resources and severely strained public ones with an eye toward

stemming the decline of neighborhoods. This can be better

accomplished by intervening to maintain and slowly improve

the social and housing conditions of target areas, rather than

by engaging in the wholesale reconstruction of entire com-

munities.
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A.

SECTION I: POPULATION

New York Citv: An Overvi-ew

The total 1970 popuration for the city of New york was

7,894,862. By 1980, that figure had decreased ro.4 percent

to 7,07L,030. This population decrine is not unique for
New York city. Rather, it is part of a national trend of
population shifts from the industrial North to Southern regions.

TABLE 1

POPUIAIISI Al{D IXIUSETCLD CIARACTERISTICS OF NE[^I YORK
(In Itrousants)

Pcpulatiqr I{oueholds

crlY, 1970-1980

Fersons
per llarsehold

Borqrcih

llew York
City ltotal

1970 1980 ctranqe 1970 1980 dnnqe

2,789 -L.7'

1970 1980 &anqe

I
2.76 2.49 -g.g7,895 7,07L -10.4 2,937

Qource: Table 2 Advance Reports, 19Bo census of population and.ttoGl_ng, pncSo-v-34; supprlmentary Reports, 19go clnsus ofPopulation, PC80-sr-2; Tabre 33, Volume 34, 1920 Generar pop-
ulation Characteristics.

rn fact, even the degree of decrine in population is not
unique. There were seven other major Northern cities which

lost a greater proportion of their popuration than New york

City during the past decade (see Table 2l .,,,

The number of households in New york city in 1920 was

2t836,872 (Tabre 1). By 1980, that number had decreased by
1-7 percent to 2rTgBrzzL. This decline was smaller than
either the decline in the total population (10.4$) or the de_

cline j-n the number of persons per household. (9.gt). Increases
in the number of the erderly, singre househords, singre parent
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families,

size, are

and

all

the divorce rater dS

contributing factors

well as a

for these

smaller family

decli-nes.

TABLE 2

(}iAliGS rN popurAfto{ IN sEffiED clTIES, 1970-1980

Percent Granqe 1970-1980

Ne*.1 York
St. Louis
Clevelard
Detroit
Phlladelphi.a
Baltinpre
Vfashington, D.C.
Chicago

Phcerrix
Ilcrrston
San Diego
San Antsdo
Tr:1sa
DaI[as
Ios Angeles

-10.4 )

-27.2 ',)

-23.6 I
-20.s )
-13.4 ) EYostbelt CiLies
-13.r )
-1s.7 )
-10.8 )

+35.2 )
+29.2 I
+25.5 ) .'
+20.1 ) Sunbelt Cities
+9.3 )
+7.1 )
+5.5)

Source: 1980 Census of Population and. Housing, PHCBO-V, Ad-
GnFneports , Final population counts , u. s . 

- Department of
Commerce, 

:::_""" 
of the Census.

The racial and ethnic profile of New york city has also
experienced a substantiar change during the same period. rn
L970, 61.4 percent of the popuration of New york city was

white; that representation had dropped to 51.5 percent by the
end of the decade. concomitantry. the non-white popuration

had increased from 38.6 percent of the total in L970, to 48.5

percent j-n 1980. Hence, and as Table 3 points out, while the
white popuration was experiencing a 24.9 percent decrine, the
proportion of alr non-white g'roups was simultaneously aug-



mented'by L2.6 percent. These gains were

lows: Blacks, 7 percent, Hispanics, I6.9
primafily Asians and some puerto Ricans,

11.

distributed as fol-

percent, and "Others",

35.8 percent.

TABLE 3

RaCi:'l a1d
BEhnic frorac

Trotal

VUtLite

Ilon-vfiite

Black

Iliqanic

O,ther

1970

7 1894.962

4.846,560

3r04gr32o

rr66gr115

L1202,zgL

L77,906

7r071r030

31637 1620

31433r410

L,784.L24

1r405r957

243,329

823,932

-L12081940

+ 3g5,0gg

+ 116,009

+ 203,676

+ 651423

EIANGES IN IIIE RACTAL AND EIITNIC A{SIftO{ OF NEt{
1970-it980

1980 Difference

YORK CITV,

Fercent Chane

-10.4

-24.9

+L2.6

+ 7.0

+16.9

n{.g

Source: Adapted from stegnan (1982:48) and own calculations.
It should be pointed out, however, that the 'Other',

category still represents onry 3.4 percent of the totar lggo
population of New York city. perhaps paradoxicarly, it act-
ually contains a small percentage of the cityrs puerto Rican

population. This anomary was discovered by the census office
during follow-up research on the 1970 census. Apparentry,
some Puerto Ricans checked this category wj-thout rearizing
that it was intended primariry for the Asian popuration
(see Stegiman, L9B2zS2l .

one of the most striking aspects of the lggo data about
the city of New york is that whire the white popuration of
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the city was decreasing by r.2 mirlion resid.ents, the His-
panics and Blacks came to represent 459 of the city,s total
population. rn real terms, there were 203,676 more Hispanics,
and 116,009 more Blacks living in New york city in r9g0 than

in 1970. with regard to the former group, most of the in-
crease i-s the resurt of increases in the non-puerto Rican

Hispanic population of the City.
Briefry, Tables 4, s, and 6 rank the states with the

heaviest representation of persons of spanish origin (Tab1e

4) , Puerto Ricans (Table 5), and Cubans (Table 61, and com_

pare the 1970 census resurts with those of 19g0. The re-
surts should not be surprising to anyone even vaguery famil-
iar with events during the past decad.e. cariforhia, T"*u,",'
New York, and Florida lead all other states in numbe r= oti
Hispanic residents, but rllinois and New Jersey are ahead of
such bord.er states as Arizona and New Mexico. Arso, the rank-
ings of the leading states have changed somewhat (Tab1e 41.
Even more predictabry, in rggo nearly 50 percent of the puerto

Ricans and over 58 percent of arr cubans were found in New

York and Florida, respectivery. puerto Ricans, however, had
dispersed considerably since LgTo while the cubans are show-
ing higher rates of concentration instead into we1l-establish-
ed enclaves- rn fact, had the census been taken after the
Mariel incident, the concentration would have been even more
pronounced.

The "impacted" states remain essentialry the sane as
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TAALE 4
Spanlsh Orlgln Persons ln Soloctod Statos, by Rank'197O and 198O

Rank
1980

Number
Percent

Distribution
1970

Number
Percent

distributionRank

United States
California
Texas
New York
Florida
lllinois
New Jersey
New Mexico
Arizona
Cotorado

14 608 673
4 S4 331
2 985 824
1 659 300

8s8 158
635 602
491 883
477 222
440 701
339 71 7

9072€o.2
2 369 292
1 840 648
1 351 982

405 036
393 204
288 488
308 340
264770
225 506

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
s

100.0
31.1
20.4
11.4
5.9
4.4
3.4
3.3
3.0
2.3

r00.0
26.1
20.3
14.9
4.5
4.3
3.2
3.4
2.9
2.9

1

2
J

4
5
7
6
8
I

Sourca: Adapteo lrom Census ol Population: Persons o{ Spanish O;igin by State: 1980. rc80 - Sl -7. Table 6

TABLE 5
Pucrto Rl€n Orlgln Pcrronr ln Soloctcd Statco, by Rank 1970 rnd 1980

Rank
1980

Number
Percent

Distribution
1970

Number
Percent

DistributionRank

United States
New York
New Jersey
lllinois
Florida
California
Pennsylvania
Connecticut
Massachusetts

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2 013 945
s86 389
243 540

2S 165
94 775
e3 038
s1 802
88.361
76 4s0

100.0
49.0
12.1
6.4
4.7
4.6
4.6
4.4
3.8

1 429 396
916 608
138 896
87 477
28 166
30 929
44 263
37 603
23 332

100.0
64.1

9.7
6.1

12.O
3.6
3.1
2.6
1.6

1

2
3
7
4
5
6
I

/

Sourco: Adapted from Census of Population: Persons of Spanish Origin by Stat€: 't980, rc80 - Sl - 7. Table 8.

TAALE 6
Cuban Orlgln Pcrrcnr h Sclccicd Stltcr' by Renlc 197O cnd 198O

Rank
1980

Number
Psrcent

Distribution
1970

Number
Fercent

DistributionRank

United States
Florida
New Jersey
NewYork
Calilornia
lllinois
Texas

803 226
470 250
80 860
76942
61 004
19 063
14 124

5,t4 600
250 406

68 048
89 596
47 560
20 796

6 S63

1

2
3
4
5
6

100.0
58.5
10.1
9.6
7.6
2.4
r.8

1

3
2
4
5
6

100.0
46.0
12.5
16.5
8.7
3.8
1.3

Sotrrco: Adapted from Census ol Population: Persons ol Spanish Origin by Stat€: 1980, rc 80 - Sl - 7, Table 9.



those identified in Tables { through 6 even when the dlstri-
bution of all lmnigrants admitted to the unlted states for
1979 is examined. Table ? depicts this distribution across

selected states and in accordance with each immigrantre

country of origin. we have further identifled the cltles of
immigrant concentratlon for certain key states in an effort
to offer a more detailed view of the patterns.

Based on the data presented and discussed thus- far in
thls report, it ls obvlous that the sor:roes of future lega1 and

l1lega1 growth of lmmigration w111 be Asla and Latln Amerlca.

This trend will be partlcularly pronounced 1n New york clty.
The reasorrs are Eany and lnclude both condltlona ln ttre

countriee of orlgln anil ttrose 1l the unlted 6tatea. The pre-
sent 6tate of the rrorld 'economy .has highlighted the rrany t

structural. weakne66eg of the economles of vlrtually arr {a:
vanced lndustrlal socletles. rncreased lntern'atlonal econ-

omic competition for shrinking world markets has ldled much

of the industrial work force everywhere. yet, a6 1s the case

with any unegually structured system, economlc penartles are

distributed as wrequally durlng bad economlc tlmes aE are re-
vatds during tLnes of economic prosperlty. 't A8 a resurt, ln
subh periods of protracted economlc crlsls, -countrles .both
trlth and .without substantlal traditlons of emtgratlon become

potentially large lrnnrigration aource .countrles. l{hen t}re

ecdnomic pressures for emigratlon become further relnforced
:.

by:cases of political, culturar and rellglous intolerance,
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one can expect immigration pressures to continue at histor-
ically high Ievels.

Another component, however, that of the relative avair-
ability of employment at destinationr or at least of the
perception of such availability, arso plays an important role.
This is a most complex topic, one which involves symbolic

actions, internati6nar channels of communication and family
networks which often act to overroad and distort such com-

munications further.

The complexity of this matter is perhaps best seen in
the changing character of immigration flows, especj.arry with
regard to iIleqal and. contract labor. These types of "irn-
migration" became popurar among advanced industriar deryocra-

cies as a result of their presumed flexibirity and efficiency
in treating what were viewed as temporary labor bottlenecks.
Although the precise poj-nt and manner in which this scenarj-o

changed are subject to considerable disagreement, there can

be no denying that:
. many such workers

immigrants;
have now become de facto permanent

. their presence poses severe sociar, curtural, lin-guistic and politicar challenges for the receivingcountries;

. the lega1 ambivalence of their
the administrative discretionject have given rise to severe
chological problems; f,nd,

o the sending societies have not yet realized thepotenti-alIy substantial benefit,s whi-ch the tempor-ary emigration of their citizens had been expectedto provide.

presence abroad and
to which they are sub-
adjustment and psy-
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rn spite of these rearities, however, receiving soc-
j-eties have failed either to adjust their legislative and

ad.ministrative apparatus toward addressing these shifts in
internationar migration, or to accept the permanence of these

new types of migration and refugee flows and arlow a pro-
grammatic machinery to evorve which might treat these phen-

omena within the context of a flexibre and humanistic im-

migration policy.

The idea that the immigration policies of receiving
countries are variables of crucial significance in the init-
iation and direction of immigration flows is indisputable.
A frequent problem with such poricies, however, is that j.n

an age of conflicting messages and extreme communication over-
roadsr dny deviation from conveying a determined,, consistgyrt,
and rational attitude in the formuration and the imprementa-

tion of immigration poricy is rikery to be taken as a sign of
equivocation and weakness and might fair to dissuade pros-
pective migrants from undertaking the journey abroad. Hence,

conflicting messages, such as a strict immigration poricy
without an equally strict policy of sanctions against those

who traffic in illegar migrants and those who emproy them, is
likely to convey an image abroad of a country which is not
committed to controlling its immigration problem.

This concern reflects a rearization that in an interde-
pendent world, symbolic actions are useful tools of a staters
foreign policy. Yet, most acts intended to project an image
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of seriousness about immigrati-on are often of a passive nature.

More active processes, such as the taking of such highry vis-
+

ible initiatives as the summary and immediate expulsion of aII
Haitians, for instance, should be unacceptable as they cer-
tai-nry raise fundamental regal and moral questions, ds well
as questions of equity. What remain, then, are limited init-
iatives j-n foreign economic policy wh5-ch might have perhaps a

less direct, but more lasting, impact on immigration to the

United States. The proposed Caribbean Basin Initiative falls
under this rubric and will be discussed shortly.

rt is perhaps a truism that the united states occupies

such a distinct position in the hemisphere that its policies
vis ) vis that region are subject to immediate scrutiny. 'rn"

immigration policy area is no exception. As success or,fair-
ure of a nation's foreign policy is often j.nextricabry rinked
to that nation's ability to project a good international
image, the united states cannot afford to have its image dis-
torted and blemished by perceptions of an irresponsibre and

inequitable immigration poricy. A central tenet of u.s. for-
eign policy in the twentieth century has been that the in-
ternar order of the united states liberar, d.emocratic and

capitarist shourd provide a rnodel for the rest of the
world to foIlow. consequentty, the image of u.s. domestic
politics becomes intimately tied to the conduct of u.s. for-
eign policy.

At the same time, however, conditions in the principal
countries of immigrant origin are continuing to induce
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substantial pressures for emigration. With regard to Ivlexico,

for instance, these condltions include high rates of popula-

tion growth; a population with an agie structure which is

substantially younger than that of most countries; an econ-

omy which is extremely uneven and depend.ent on the economies

of ad.vanced industrial societies, and especially on that of

the U.S.; an unstable currencyi and extremely high unemploy-

ment and underemployment rates. A11 these factors suggest

that the underlying forces which have traditionally encourag-

ed a continuous worker flow to the United States are not

likely to dissipate in the next twenty years. In fact, it

would be more reasonable to argue that these forces will act-

ually gain additional strength over the course.of that period.

To these factors, one must add the well-known economic/

labor market forces which atreact l.lexican workers to the

United States and especially to the U.S. Southwestern region.

That region , for many practical purposes, historically forms

a binational social and economic community with the Northern

provinces of l,lexico. As a result of this reality, artificial

boundaries, such as a loosely patrolled border, fail to stem

a flow which has strong roots in history and custom, as much

as in economic reality. That successive Mexican governments

have little interest in regulating the emigration of their
citizens has been repeatedly evident and it may in fact re-
flect in part the negative Mexican experience during the L942- 64

Braceno program. In fact, $,hat official t'lexican intercst e>cists lies
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with -the protection of the economic, social, and human rights
of their nationals who reside in the United States and, in
an embryonic sense, with encouraging and facilitating the

repatriation of the earnings of their emigrants. tlexico is
also showing no particular interest in the current United

States immigration reform debates. Its view seems to be that
almost irrespective of policies, the percej-ved need by the

U.S. busiless sector for inetpensirre, eploitable, and eaqg to stred

workers will continue. Hence, the backdoor to immigration
(illegal-s, temporary workers, etc. ) will continue to remain

ajar in practice. llexico also seems concerned with the pos-

sibre discrjmination against u.s. citizens of l'lexican des-

cent by employers who might become timid under the threat of
the employer sanctions provisions of the regisration. Finalry,
Mexico fears that the practical effect of increased quotas

for Mexican immigrants may in fact drain l'lexico of the very

same skilled workers which it needs for its own deveropment.

The situation in the Caribbean Basin is considerably

worse than that of Mexico and of considerable more signifi-
cance for this report. rn additioi. to severe demographic and

economic problems, virtually arl caribbean isrands have few

natural resources for which international demand might be

sustained and substantial. The lack of such resources is
further aggravated by persistent and increasing politicar in-
stability, repression, and ,the crosing of some traditional
emigratj.on avenues such as the English speaking caribbe,s
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outlet to Great Britain. As a result of these conditions,

there is no reason to expect that the significant flows from

this area will palliate at any time i-n the near future.
This prediction j-s likely to hold true even if all com-

ponents of the U.S. Mministration's Caribbean Basin PIan

were to be enacted by Congress. This is not likely to be the

case because of the many powerful interests which oppose

those.provisions of the Plan which would lift import quotas

for Caribbean-produced products. Purthermore, the planr s

favorable investment terms are opposed by labor groups in the

United States out of fear that additional businesses may be

lured out of the U.S., resulting in severe losses in jobs.

What is of equal significance in this regard, however, is
perhaps a counterintuitive lesson which research on inter-'
national migration has taught everyone: that even if by some

combination of internar and external factors the region were

to begin to make some sustained progress in the economic

realm, the short and medium term effect of such growth is
more likely to fuel, rather than dissipate, emigration pres-

sures. rn other words, the scenario of continued immigra-

tion Pressure for the Unj.ted States from the Caribbean nations
remains essentialry unchanged until about the turn of the

century -- even under the most prop5-tious circumstances.

The implications for the united states and for the New

York metropolitan area are clear as New york is the mo.st fre-
guent destination of caribbeans and centrar Americans. when
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one addd to these pressures similar pressures from Asian im-

migrants and the presence of puerto Ricans, one can easiry
understand why the dimensions of the dilemmas which im-

migration imposes on New York may j-n fact surpass those of
any other state in the united States with the possible ex-

ception of California and Texas.
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B. Forouqh of Brooklvn

Brooklyn's population in 1970 was 2,602rOLz residents.

By 1980, that total had fallen to 2,2301936, a loss of 14.3

percent. Of New York Cityrs five boroughs, only the Bronx

experienced a proportionately greater population loss
(20.6*) than Brooklyn. In fact, the population loss for
Brooklyn accounted for 40 percent. of the net loss of the

entire city of New York during the last decade (see Tabre g).

TABLE 8

POP['I?|:TICF{ AI\ID TIOUSETiCTD CIiARACTRTSETCS OF NEW
BORfrreHS OF BRMKT}II{ A}ID QUTNS, 1980

fhrsehotds

YOBK CIIY A}ID 1}IE
(fn fhcusands)

Pmrlatiqr
1e7o ]!qo qhElqq 1970

21837 2,799

876 828

690 7t2

1980 .nE,o"Borouqh

tlew York
City

eooklyn

Qreens

7,895 7,07L -10.4

2,602 2,23L -14.3

1,985 I,gg1 - 4.9

Source: Same as for Table I.
The number of households in Brooklyn also decreased be-

tween 1970 and 1980. This decrease also occurred at a greater
rate than the average for the entire city. whire there were

876,119 households in Brookryn in 1970, the borough had only
828,257 households in 1980 a ross of 5.5 percent. This
loss of 47,862 households represented 4l percent of arr house-

holds lost by New york city between r97o and 19g0.

Persons - -Per t@IsefDl-ct

eeq,1970 1980

-L.7 2.75

-5.5 2.94

+3.2 2.85

2.49 -9.8

2.67 -9.2

2.63 -7.7
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Ttre racial and e.thnic composition of the population of
Brooklyn in 1980 reflects a continuation of the 1970 trend

toward a decrease in the white population components and a

commensurate increase in non-white ones. The I9B0 census

figures show that Brooklyn i-s now 52 percent non-White. Spec-

ifically, the non-White population numbers 1,161,081, white

the White population is 1,069,855. Table 9 below shows the

Hispanic population of Brooklyn at 392,118. The racial cate-
gory listed at "Other" j-n the 1980 census also included

some Hispanics (see stegman, r982252,53 for an analysis of the

adjustment of the 1970 and 1980 census popuration classifica-
tions). The Black population of Brooklyn is 722,816, a net

increase of L0.2 percent

TABLE 9

CIiANGES IN IIIE RrcIAL END ETTINIC OO\IPOSITION
BROOKLYT{ AI{D QUEEI{S, 1970-1990

Ilbtal . ll]lite Black
Persons t Persons t persons I

OF NEW YORK CITY,
(In itpusands)

Hispanic Other
Persons t Persons *

New York
City

Brookllm

O:eens

-824 -10.4

-371 -14.3

-95 -4.8

-I,209 -24.9

- 458 -30.0

- 386 -24.7

+ 7.0 +204

+10.2 + 14

+37.3 +I31

+IL6

+67

+96

+16.9

+ 3.8

+100.0

+35.8

+I5.3

+19.1

{65

+6

163

Source: Black and Hispanic population
Tab1e 2, PHC80-V-34, Advance ReporLs,
and Housing. 1970 data on Black and
are from I'Census Shows Major Shift in

figures for 1980 are from
1980 Census of Population

Hispanic population counts
Regionrs Demographics',,

The New York Eirne_s, April I2,, 198I.
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The White/non-White distributj-on of the population of Brook-

Iyn roughly approximates thaL for the entire City (see Tables 3,

10 and rr), but with one significant difference: the proportion

is reversed with a 48 percent white population (r,069r855) r'aild
52 percent non-White population (1,161r081).

TABLE 10

RACfAt AI{D ETTINIC @{POS]]TION OE'NEri YORK CI[Y,
BRMKLY'I{ AI{D QTJEBIS, I98O

Tota-l Vhite Blad(
New York CiQz

Broolclyn

Qreens

7,071,030 3,637,620

2,230,936 1,069,955
1,891,325 L,L7g,L77

L,'lg4rL24

722,8L6

354,139

Ifimanic
L1405,957

392,119

262,422

O,ther

243,329

46,L47

96,597

St Table 2, Advarrce Cornts, 1980 Censrrs of Pcgrlation and lbusing,
PHC80-V-34.

TABLE 11

RrcI3L AI{D STTINIC @'IPOSITIO{ OF NEW YORK CITr,
BROOKLYIiI AI{D QIJEBIS, 1980 (Feroent Distrilrrtion)

IIew York City
Ba:ooklyn

Qrcens 100.01 62.3

100.0r

100.08

51.4

48.0

25.2

32.4

18.7

19.9

Lt.6
13.9

3.4

2.L

5.1

Source: Sane as for Table 10.

C. Borough of eueens

The population of eueens in 19gO was 1,991,325, a de_

crease of 4.8 percent from the LgTo figure of 1,9g6,473 (see

Table 8). unrike Brookryn, however, a closer examination of
the 1980 census data on eueens reveals a 3.2 percent increase
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in the number of households in the borough during the de-

cennj-al period. This simultaneous increase in the number of

households and decline in population is a natural corollary

of households consisting of fewer children, and/or house-

holds consisting only of adults. This issue will be dealt

with in detail later in this report.

The racial and ethnic mix within the borough also exper-

ienced some significant changes during the course of the de-

cade. While the total population of Queens was decreasing

by 4.8 percent, the total White population was decreasing by

a very substantial (-) 24.7 percent, or 385,926 persons (see

Table 9). A11 non-White ethnic and racial groups simultan-

eously experienced increases in their representation in the

population of the borough. The Black population increaseC O,

37.3 percentr or 96,L23 persons; the Hispanic population doubl-

ed in size to 13L,237 residents; while the "other" census

categories (principally Orientals but also some Puerto Ricans),

has increased by over 191 percent to 63,418.

The 1980 census found Oueens with the second highest

White/non-White population rate, after that of Richmond

County (Staten Island). Queens had a 62.3 percent White and

37.7 percent non-Whj-te population in I9BO. In absolute "+ia'1

numbers, there $/ere 1r178r177 Whites and 7I3rI48 non-Whites

living there in 1980 (see table 10). while Blacks clearly were

the greatest non-White portion of the population of eueens,

with 18.7 percent or 354,138 residents, Hispanics comprised

13.9 percent of the total Queens population, or 262,422 xe-

sidents
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SECTION II: HOUSING

A. INTRODUCTION

The New York city housing stock has experienced only
ftoderate changes in the last four years. This obser.vation ls
the result of an exhaustive analysis of the findings of the

two most recent (1981 and 19ZB) reports on housing sponsor-

ed by the cityrs Department of Housing preservation and De-

veropment. These reports (Marcuse, l-gTg and stegman, L9g2t,
when read together with the census Bureau,s various New york

city Housing and Vacancy Rates and Annual Housing surveys,
give one a rather comprehensive and rongitudinar view of the
city's housing situation. rn this section of our report we

will be presenting the distillation of these data-

At the outset, one can make the following generar obser-
vations:

o The proportion of homeowning households for the city ofNew York has remained virtuilly constant since r97gat 27.8 percent;

o owner occupancy rates vary substantially by borough,ranging from a row of Il.E percent in uinhittan to ahigh of 63.6 percent in Ricirmond;

o while 34 percent of arI white househords in New york
9ity own their homes, 23.3 percent of alr Blacks andjust 8.G percent of alr pueito-ni""" households do soi

. rn 1981, vacancy durations were shortest in Queens,where half of alr available vacan"i"" had been on themarket for just one month; in arooilyn, hait-"f-"ffavailable vacancies had been on trre martcet for ressthan two monthsi

. rn 1981, the median number of months a rentar unit inQueens had been on the market was down by G0 percent
yhen- compared ro 1978; !!e "o*pii.Ur" filure i;;-Brooklyn hras a drop of 17 perclnt;-
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,.In 198I, while only 2.5 percent of all White renters
lived in dilapidated* units citywide, 5.9 percent of
aII Black and 9.4 percent of all puerto Rican house-
holds did so.

o Far more New York City renters live j_n housing with
three or more maintenince problems than occupf di-
lapidated. housing. In fact, in I9BI, L2.5 peiLent of
all Whites, 34.5 percent of all Blacks, and 39.1
percent of all Puerto Ricans occupied dwellings with
at least three maintenance problems.

Some of these observations gain ad.ditional significance when

one considers the following facts:

r rn 1981, one out of every four renter househords in New
York city had an income below the offici-ar poverty
level. This represents an increase of more than -r2
percent since L97Bi

o The 1981 median rent income ratio for all households in
New York city was 28 percent, the same as in r9zg. More
than harf of all renters now expend at reast 25 percent
of their incomes for rent, whill 31 peroent expeird 5ver
40 percent of their incomes on housing. 

(

B. Housinq Market Characteristics

There has been a .3 percent increase in total housing

units citywide between 1978 and 198r. rn 1979, there were

2,7831000 housing unitsr ES compared to Z1792,OOO in I9g1.

During that same period, there was a 2.7 percent increase

in the number of owner occupied units from 73s,000 in 19zg

to 755,000 in 1981.

Accord,lng to cr-ty codes, a housj-ng unit is considered di-lapid.ated if it has one or more "serious health threatfn-
AccordS-ng City codes, housing unit is
ing deficiencies or is of inadequate original constructionso that it does not provide adequate or iafe shelter
[or] if it has a combination of minor deficiencies whichprevent it from providing adequate protection to its
occupants" (see Stegman, I9Bl: 113) .
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In Brooklyn, the proportion of owner-occupied units

decreased slightly from 27.5 percent (1978) to 27.4 per-

cent (198I) of the total number of units. During that sam€

period, Queens experienced a modest increase of owner oc-

cupied dwellings, from 4L.7 percent to 42.2 percent- In

fact, more than 40 percent of aII conventionally owned homes

in New York City are located j-n Queens.

A closer examination of housing data for Queens and

Brooklyn sheds light to the many dramatic dissimilarities

between the two boroughs. The percentage of residents who

own.their own homes is a case in point (see Tab1e 12). In

Brooklyn slightly more than one in four households own their

own residence. The rate for Queens, howeverr. is nearly two-

thirds higher.

TABLE 12

lbtal-Nes
York CiQr

Btoolclyn

Queens

27.8$

27.4

42.2

2L.7*

24.4

36.2

TI0{ffiO{ER.SH]P RATES IN BMKLYI{

, Conventiorally
lbta1^ Cdned llcuses

AIID QUTNS, 1981

Cocperatives

6.1r

3.0

6.0

Renters

72.2*

73.6

57.8

1 Includes both conventionally owned houses

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1981 New
a-i?-T,ilcancy Survey.

and cooperatives.

York City Housing
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rn spite of the obvious d.ifferences in homeownership

rates for Brooklyn and eueens, more than 25 percent of the
entire city's conventionalry owned homes are found there
(see Table 13). when the category of cooperative owner-

ship enters the picture, however, the d.ominance of Brooklyn
and Queens dissipates. Brooklyn has 24.2 percent of the
city's city/state assisted cooperati-ves, and 9.0 percent of
privately financed coopeiatives. The figures for eueens are
nearly reversed. More than a guarter (2g.7*,) of the Cityrs
privately financed cooperatives and 1g.7 percent of city/
state assisted cooperatives are found in eueens.

TABLE 13

IOCATTCbI
BRMKLY}I

OF OO{ER.OGUPIED
Al{D QIJmNS, 1gg1

Conventionally
Oumed llorses

100.0

33.6

43.2

TOUSING IN NEI^T YORK CITY,

Cooperatives

City/State
Assisted

Percent Distribution
TbtaI

BrcokIyn

Qreens

100.0

24.2

18.7

kivate

100.0

9.0

28.7

source: u.s. Bureau of the census, 19g1 New york Housing survey.
Both Brooklyn and eueens experienced a decrease in the

number of rent controrled units between 19zg and 19g1. rn
Brooklyn, there were LLl1216 controrred units in 197g, and

82,L89 units in r9gr, a decrease of nearly 30 percent.
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In Queens, there were 721477 controlled units in 1978, and

54,483 units in 198I, again, a significant decrease of near-

Iy 25 percent. With these d.ecreases, one can expect roughly

corrrens:rate increases in the number of decontrolled.* units

during the same time period.. The Brooklyn decontrolled

figures confirm this expectation. In 1978, there were

141,660 decontrolled units, while in 1981, there were L53,287

decontrolled unitsr Ern increase of 7.5 percent (data not

shown; see Stegrman, L982:73). In Queens, the nr.rmber of de-

controlled units actually decreased from 84,357 in 1978 to

831235 in 1981, a drop of 1.5 percent.** While the increase

in decontrolled units for Brooklyn follows a citywide pattern

for the three year period (see Table 14), the.situation i?r

Queens is atypical and probably reflects a greater incfease

in condominium conversions.

The terms "controlled" and "decontrolled" apply so1ely

to structures of less than six units. The City of New York

categorizes structures of six or more units as Rent Stabil-
ized. if:

The Rent contror Division of the New york city Departmentof Housing Preservation and Deveropment definls ,,&e-
controlled" as "rentar units in structures built beforeL947, previously subject to rent control and subsequentryremoved for reasons pennitted by law..
The reasons that there is no one-to-one relationship be-tween controrled and decontrorred units per borough areseveral. They generarry involve the losi of some unitsto such events as abandonment and fire, and the recrass-ification of other units under the "y"i"*rs complex rentcontrol laws.

**
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the structure was built between L947 and 1973 and was
not regulated;

r the structure was built after L973 and received tax
abatements, or the unit was in a structure converted
from non-residential to residential use and received
tax abatements to aid in the conversion! or

. the unit was in a structure built before L947, and has
been decontrolled under provisions of law.

TABLE 14

fbtal-

Cdrtrolled
DeontrpLled
Pre-r47 Stabilized
Post-r47 StabiLized
t Rent Controlled
B Decontrolled
t k*r47 Stabilized
t Post-r47 Stabilized
OId Law tensnents
llew Law tenerents
Post-'29 multiple

dvteUing writs

NEhI YORK TSXAL GUPIED

1978

RENIAL HO{JSII\G

198r

r,934

286
282
615
313

14"8r
14.6r
31.8r
16.2r

185
553

717

(in tncnrsands)

Fercent Charqe

+ 0.2

-29.0
+ 5.2
+I1.5
- 2.2

- 0.8
- 3.9

+ 0.6

1r930

402
468
552
320

20.8t
13.9r
28.6r
16.6t

186

, 575

7L2

Source: Stegman, 1982:11.

In 1978,39.9 percent of all New York City pre-r47 rent-
stabilized units were located in Brooklyn and eueens. In
rear terms, there were 55Lr77g pre-r47 stabilized units city-
wide, 2L9 1909 of which were 1ocated j_n Brooklyn and eueens.

In 1981, Brooklyn and eueens had 40.2 percent of the City,s
pre-r47 stabilized units, representing a marginal increase of
.3 percent (see Table 15). In the post-1947 stabilized cat-
egory, Brooklyn and eueens have an even greater share of the
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TABLE 15
control status ol Ronter€ccupled unlts. Nor York clty, Brooklyn, eueens, 1g7B snd i gB1

Total Brooklyn Oueens

All Rental Units

Controlled

Oecontrolled

Pre:47 Stabilized

Post-'47
Stabilized

Public Housing

Other

All Rental Units

Controlled

Deconlrolled

Pre- 47 Stabilizecl

Post- 47
Stabilized

Public Housing

Other'

1.930.030
1.933,887

402.361
28s.733

268.1 1 1

282.O84

551,779
6r 5,497

3 19,1 98
312.8s8

164.765
1 66.1 23

223.096
271,593

100.0
100.0

100.0
28.8

100.o

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

too.0
roo.0

1 978
1981

1978
1 981

1978
1981

1978
1981

1978
1981

1978
1981

1978
1981

1978
1981

1978
1978
1981

1978
1981

1978
1981

1 978
1981

1978
1981

1978
1981

581,746
581.207

117,276
82,189

141,660
153.287

157.588
1 70.1 16

53.894
s5.779

55.320
55.823

56.007
64,103

Percent Distribution

30.1
30.1

28.8
29.1
28.8

s2.8
54.3

28.6
27.6

16.8
17.8

33.6
33.6

25.1
23.6

402,390
401.533

72.477
54,483

84,357
83.235

62.321
77.329

104.518
101.502

17.018
18,303

61,697
66,682

20.8
20.8

19.1

18.0
19.1

31.5
29.5

11.3
12.6

32.7
32.4

10.3
11.0

27.7
24.6

' For 1978. 'Other' rncludes never-regutated and publicly aidect and 1.2 rooms lacking facilities. For
assisted and all other rental housing.

Source: Adapted from Stegman. 19g1:73

1981. "Other" includes state or city
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citywide totals. In 1978, Brooklyn and eueens had 49.6 per-
cent of the city's post-L947 stabilized units, or 15g,ALz

out of a possible 3r9rr98. ihree years rater, they had in-
crea.sed their share of that market to 50.3 percent of the
total, again a marginal gain of .7 percent.

'rt is interesting to note that, Tabre 15 shows a 2.5 to
1. ratio of pre-r947-stabirized units in Brooklyn as com-

pared to Queensi in ttre post-1947 stabilized category, that
ratio becomes 2 to 1 in.favor of eueens. This reflects the
older stock of avairable 6 or more unit structures in Brook-

\Iyn vj-s a vis that of eueens.

. rt should also be noted that the median number of units
in renter occupied buildin_gs in both Brooklyn dnd Oueens i/s

below the average for the city as a whore. The New york"

city median number of units per occupied buirding is 36.7,

'irhife in Brooklyn it is 14.6 and in eueens it is 22.5. Both

Brooklyn and Queens arso have a rower percentage of renters
in build.ings with l-00 or more units than the city as a

whore: Brooklyn has Lz.4 percent of its renters riving in
such structures, while the proportion for eueens is 19.4 per_
cent. The city's average is 23.2 percent. A major reason.
for this rower proportion in the two boroughs under investi-
iation is the fact that Brooklyn and eueens have a larger
proportion of their renters living in buildings with 1 or 2

units than the city as a whore. As Tabre 16 shows, while
only 13 percent of alr renters in New york city rive in
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percent and for

I or 2 units,

Oueens 24.9
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for Brooklyn the figure is 17.8

percent.

TABLE 16

Borqrqh

llota1

Broolclp

Oreens

SIZE DISIRIBI}TTO{ OF
BmKr,lnit er{D QUEENS,

lEd.ian Nunber
of Urits in

Renter Ocopied
hrildinss

36.7

14.6

22.5

BT'IIDINGS IN T.IE!f' IORK CrtY,
I981

Percent of
Renters in

hrildings wittr
100 or rrore

units

23.2

L2.4

19.4

Percent of
hnters irt

Btrildings witJ:
I or 2 units

13.0

17.8

24.9

Source: Stegman, 1992277.

There are two other types of
which are relevant to this study.

Public Housing.

renter occupied dwellings

They are In Rem Units and

rm Rem units are structures owned by the city of New

York as a resurt of an in rem proceeding initiated by the
city following an owner's failure to pay property tax for
four or more consecutive quarters.* The Rent Control Div_
isi-on of the New york city Department of Housing preservation

* The maximum duration for tax arrears before in rem proceed-ings were instituted was three years untir Lg77. At thattirne, the financiarly strapped city changed the time rimitto one year in the eipectalion tt.i iti= change would pres-sure landrords !o pay their taxes *oi" promptiy. The sit-y:::": :i:Ifi::l1-l:y.y"r, and resuil"a in rurnins the ciry;;d;ili;:.
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and Development stipulates that during the period of City
ownership, these units are exempt from both rent control

and rent stabilization -- even though many of them may have

been previously subject to one of these systems. During

their period of City gwnership, all in rem units are listed
as such and do not appear in the controlled or stabilized'
categories.

Nine thousand of New York City.r s 341000 jn rcn units r.rere loe-

ated in Brooklyn and Queens in 1981. Brookryn accounted for
nearly ninety percent of them with 81000 of these units.
This is 24.7 percent of all New york City in rem units. The

1i000 units for Queens are only a 3.8 percent of the Cityrs
total (see Tab1e 17). Only the Borough of Richmond had

fewer in rem units than eueens, while only the Bronx had

more in rem units than Brook1yn.

rt should be noted that the citywide racial and ethnic

origin of household heads occupying in rem properties was

predominantly made up of Blacks, puerto Ricans, and His-
panics -- with Whites occupying less than 19 percent of
these dwellings. Although a racial and ethnic breakdown of
in rem occupants by boroughs is not readiry avairable at
this time, there is rittle evidence to suggest that the

breakdown might be dramaticarry d,ifferent for Brookryn and

Queens.

Public Housi.ng is another domicile category that plays

an important rorq particurarly in Brookryn. Brookryn had
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33.6 percent of the City's L64,765 public housing units in
L978, while Queens had a 10.3 percent share. That share

of the total number of public housing units for Brooklyn

remained essentially stable between 1978 and 198I. In

Queens, the three years marked a slight increase to 11 per-

cent. In 198I, then, Queens had less than one third the

number of public housing units of Brooklyn.

TABLE L7

CHARACTERISTICS OF IN REM HOUSING

Occrpied In Rsn tnits

Blpgklyn

Q:eens

Raci.a1 and Eblrnic Origin of Hcusetrold }Iead
Vrhite
Black
Puerto Rican
Otter

1981 Fercent

100.08

24.7*

3.8r

18.6
53. 5
24.L
3.8

6
L7

8
1

Source: Stegman (1982: 19) .

The overati conaition of renter-occupied units through-

out New York city in general, and Brooklyn in particular, is
mixed. stegrnan (1982) found that'the number of occupied di-
lapidated apartments in New york city has increased by

17,000 since 1978, raising the dirapidation rate from around

3 to 4 percent of the occupied rental stock" (p.4). In Brook-

Iyn, the percentage of all renter-units designated as
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dilapidated is 4.9 percent, almost I percent above the City

average. It should be pointed out that this increase oc-

curred at the sa.rne time the population was decreasing over-

all. The figure for Queens, on the other hand', is L.7

percent.

A wlit is defined as d.ilapidated ty the Censrs Rrreau i-f it has "one

or more serious deficiencies or is of inadequate original

construction so that it does not provide adequate or safe

shelter". A unit is also dilapidated if it has a combina-

tion of minor. deficiencies which prevent j-t from providing

adeguate protectj-on to its occupants

The total number of dilapidated units in Brooklyn in
I

198I was 27,922, while in Queens there were 6r'720 such units.
Table 18 provides an interesting profile of the nature Of

deficiencies in each borough. The deficiencies range from

inadequate heat, to rodent infestation. In Brook1yn, 24.2

percent of arr dirapidated units have 3 or more d,eficiencies,
an increase of nearly 6 percent in just 3 years (see Table

19). In Queens, the percentage in the same category is I1.4
in 1981r €rn increase of more than 2 percent in 3 years.

Most rentar units designated as dilapidated have more

than one deficiency. The most rikely combinations are: in-
adequate or broken down heating and rodent infestation in
both Brooklyn and eueens. Since rod.ent infestation is de-

fined as "the overrunning of large numbers of rodents,', the
probrem is not only severe, but is getting increasingry
beyond the control capabilities of the community.
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TABLE IB

Additional heating re+dred

lleating breakdspn
I or nrr::e tines

4 or nrrre tines

Gacks in ceilings/wa1Is

Ilcles in floor

Broken plaster/peelurg paint

Rodent infestation

Deficiencies
1 or npre

3 or rncre

DEI'ICIEIrcTFS IN I'IAINIE}IA}TCE AND mUIPMENI IN DILAPIDATED
REI{IER-OCCUPIm UNITS rN NEW yORK CrIy, TIIE BOROT]*IS OF
BrcOKLYN AND QUMNS, L978 AI{D 1981

Year Brooklvn

25.2
34.1

30. s
32.4

11.9
14.9

2t.6
25.0

8.9
1r.1

15.4
17.1

25.4
29.9

s4 .8
59.7

18.5
24.2

1978
1981

1978
1981

1978
1981

1978
1981

1978
1981

1978
1981

L978
1981

1978
1981

I978
1981

O.reens

20.7
22.5

27.4
26.3

8.8
10.4

L2.5
13.8

3.5
4.9

9.5
9.9

11.9
L4.9

45.6
46.3

9.3
11.4

Source: Stegiman, L9g2: I10 .

onry the Bronx has a higher percentage of rentar units
with three or more maintenance deficiencies than Brookryn. rt
is interesting to note from Tabre 19 that even Richmond now

has a relativery high percentage of rentar units with three or
more maintenance deficiencies. Richmond and eueens, however,
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still.have the lowest percentage of such problems in the five
boroughs.

TABLE 19

Ba:oruc
Brooldlm
Iaanh,attan
Oreens
Ridrumd

PERCEtrIT OF RET.ITAL T]N TS !{IITI 3 OR
}ORE I,IAINIEI{ANG DEF.ICIE}rcIES BY
BORCXreH'

r978

25.3r
18.5r
18.6r
9.3t
8.0r

1981

26.8t
24.2*
21.Ir
11.4r
9.4r

Source: Stegnwr, 1982:13. 
t

one of the contributing factors to the ever increaq.ing

rate of dilapidation throughout the City in general, 
"rra

Brooklyn/Queens in particular, is the age of the existing
housing stock. A careful rook at rable 20 shows that New

York city has 24,034 "old Iaw" units risted as dirapidated
i-n 1981. An "o1d law,,unit is one built prior to 190I.
There are 29,085 "ne$, Iaw", or post-190r construction units
similarry classified. Most of the ,,new 1aw,, units citywide
are well over 50 years old. rn fact, rg.6 percent of arl New

York city renter-occupied units risted as dirapidated were

built at least fifty to eighty years ago. Both Tbbles 19 and 20

again Pojnt to tlre d.iryarity in t}re quatity of tousing (neasr:red by rate
and nunber of deficiencies and r:ate of ditapidatiorl ancng Ne*v yorJ<rs

five bororghs. Qtreens and Rictnrord Oounties are in a decidedly better
position than the othen three @unties.
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TABLE 20

SE,EIED SARI.}CTURE CIIARACTRTSTICS A}ID IOCATIO{
OF DITAPIDTTTED UNITS IN NEI^I YORK CITY, 1981

Year Structure B:iIt
L970-L977
1950-1969
L947-L959
he-1947

Strtrch:re Class
OId. Law
Nerr Lasl
Post-r29 apa::tnents

Size of Unit---ffis
3-4 rocnus
5 :rccnrs or rrDre

Ifuricer of ttrits il St:uctrrre
1-5
6-19
20-49
50 or nrcre

Control Status
--@

Decontrolled
W*'47 stabilized
Post-'47 stabilized

Borouqh
Brorx
Brooklp
lranhattan

' Oreens
Rictnrcnd

l{unber

718
924

4,496
72,622

24,034
29,085
4,677

1I,007
50,297
L6,72L

Percent of A11
Renter-Ocoryied

tlnits

0.5
0.4
L.4
6.2

13.3
5.3
0.7

4.1
4.1
4.3

4.8
9.1
5.7
L.2

5.0
5.7
6.1
0.r

5.0
4.9
4.8
1.7
2.2

20,160
25,762
23,879
9,3r2

13,gB4
15,793
37,048

382

16,093
27,922
27,66L
6,720

891

Source: U.S. Bureau
af,fficancy Survey;

of the Census, 1981 New York City Housing
Stegman, 198 2 : 108 .
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Table 2L indicates that there is a correlation between

per-room rental costs and the number of deficiencies within

a given unit. Yet, it is clear that even high rent units

are not immune either to maintenance problems or to equip-

ment breakdowns. In fact, even when the per room rental cost

exceeds $200.00 per month, 6.1 percent of these utrits report

three or more deficiencies citywid.e. Furthermore, in the

three year interval examined here there has been an increase

in the proportion of units with three or more deficiencies
per unit for all categori-es listed.

TABLE 2I

DEffiCIE[rcTT:q IN MAINIEI{AI\XE AND MUIPMEM BY @NIRAm RElrI PER, ,
ROOrt, ALL RENIER-O@IPIED IiCUSIIiG UNIIS, NEW YORK Cftlf, ]978 i
AND 1981 @y percent jn eactr category) *

Contrast Rent per Rmn

Less tlnrrDefici-
encies

I.lcne

3 or nrcre

$100- $200
Year Irotal $30 $30-49 $50-74 $75-99 I99 or mcre

1978 46.3 38.8 41.0 44.L st.2 58.0 67.4

1981 44.6 38.0 3s.1 38.9 48.1 53.2 67.6

1978 17.8 24.8 22.8 18.3 11.4 8.7 4.1
1981 20.6 27.3 29.4 2s.3 15.5 I1.9 6.I

* Note: Percentages based on number reporting on arr five de-ficiencies (need for additj-onaI heating; heating breakdowns;cracks in cej-1in9S, walls or floors; bioken plaiter andpeeling paint; rodents) .

Source: Adapted from Stegman, I9B1:1I2.

Overall rental costs throughout the

increased 143.1 percent between 1970 and

five boroughs have

1981. This increase
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has taken place simultaneously with a decrease in New york's

population and a sright citywide increase in the totar number

of housing units availabre (see Table 221. Much of this
anomaly is attributable to the fact that there has been a

significant shift away from rental to condominium/cooperative

domiciles during the same period.

TABLE 22

tbtal Housing t-kr.its

Total O,vner t nits
Occupied
Vacant

Iotal Renter tlnits
Occr-pied
Vacant

NEW YORK HOUSING

1978

2,793

735
727

I

1,ggg
1,930

50

MARKET

1981

2,792

755
746

9

L,976
1,934

42

Percent Chanqe

+ 0.3

+ 2.7
+ 2.6
+I2.5

- 0.6
+ 0.2
-28-2

Source: Stegman, 1982:83.

rt is perhaps a truism to say that renters in New york

were paying more in 198r than they did a decade earlier and

that the units where they tived were in worse condition than

they were ten years ago. rn Brooklyn, for instance, rents
increased by 138.2 percent during the course of the rast de-
cade, while in Queens rentar rates during the same period in-
creased by 109.6 percent (see Table 231. The table also shows

that while rentar rates for the city as a whore were increasing
26-2 percent between 1978 and r98t, both Brooklyn and eueens
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experienced a slower rate of increase. In fact, eueens ex_

perienced a slightly greater rate of rent increase (23 per-
cent) than Brooklyn (22.L percent).

The average Brooklyn apartment rented for $243.00 in
1981- That figure is 8.5 percent berow the city's average

of $265.00, and 14.2 percent below the eueens average of
$283.00.

TABLE 23

Ne"r York CiQr

Brookllm

O:eens

$109 $171

L02 L62

135 104

MEDIAN I,1]TfITTLY GROSS RENIS
(1967) DOLTARS, ALL REIIIER

BROOKLIN, QT'EENS, SEI,EIED

L970 L97s L978

]N CURREIII AND @{STANI
IIOUSEHOTDS, NEW YORK CIiY,
YEARS

perceq! Ctrange

1981 1970-81 L970-75 .L975_78

C\::rent Dollars
$165 +143.1

243 +138.2

283 +109.6

$210

199

230

+56.9

+58.8

+43.7

1978181

+22.8 +26.2

+22.8 +22.L

+18.5 +23.0

sgurges: Adapted from Stegman, 19gr and from u.s. Bureau ofthe census, 1981 New york-city Housing and vacarr"y-irrrr.y.
Looking at the median gross rent by control status for

the city as a whore revears that between LgTs and 19g1, the
cost for controlled rentar property increased at a 37.6 per-
cent rate (data not shown). That is l.I percent more than the
entire sample of both controlled and uncontrolled units during
the same six year period. Even stabilized pre_I947 (33t) and
post-1947 (31t) median gross rents increased at a rate very
similar to that for the overall sample of controlled and un_
controlled rents for the entire City.
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TABLE 24

IIEDIAN MONTHLY GROSS RENTS FOR THE BOROUGHS
OF BROOKLYN AND QUEENS, 1970 AND 1981

Brooklvn Queens

Source: Adapted from Stegman, L98I:130.

In both a relati.ve and absolute sense, tenants in both

boroughs are paying high rental fees for the quality of

housing provided. As has been shown, rent controlled and

stabilized housingr dS weII as government-run in rem and

public housing, all provide poor value in this regard. This

becomes all the more significant qrtren one is rsnirxled that ttre
1980 census revealed that 30.7 percent of Brooklynrs tenants

LEGEND

=----L----J

--
l.-....1

197 0

I9 81

$28 3
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and 15.3 percent of Queens tenants are below the official
poverty level of $5,952 per year for a household of four per-

sons (see Tab1e 25). When the L25 percent of poverty level
figure is used ($7,440.00 per annum) , four out of every ten

Brooklyn tenants and one out of every four Queens tenants are

included.

TABLE 25

DISIRTBU TON OF RENIER, }IOUSECILDS WIIII II{@[,IES
BH.O9{ PO\IffitY OR NEAR.PCAZffiTY LHIE,, BY
BOROUII, NE!{ YORK CITr, lgg0

source: Table 2, Advance Reports, rggo census of population
?EdTbusing, PHC80-V-34 .

A croser rook at this data (Tabre 261 revears some inter-
esting variations. For instance, the proportion of renters

/
ffi

L:::::l r.e-ss tlran I25t of Por/erry

46.0
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found below the federal poverty leve1 in 1980 in eueens was

15.3 percent, or an increase of 14.2 percent since 1977.

This increase was qreater than both the L2.4 percent increase

for the City as a whole, and the 10.8 percent increase for

Brooklyn. This reflects a sharp deterioration for eueens j.n

the three year period. In fact, with regard to the proportion

of tenants below I25 percent of federal poverty 1eve1, eueens

registered a 12.2 percent increase since L977, while New york

City was experiencing a 5.9 percent increase and Brooklyn a

5.5 percent increase. While it is true that in absolute terms

Brooklyn has more individuals in both categories than eueens,

the percentage figures for Queens are closer to the leveIs of
Bronx rather than Brooklyn (data not shown).

TABLE 26

DISTRTBT}TICT{ OF REVIER IIOTJSEXCLDS WilH IN€MES BE.O^I
r:EDERAL pO/ERIy OR NEAR-PO/.ERIY r,HtE, By mRo{JGIt,
NE^I YORK CIIY, L974, 1977 AI.ID 1980

Percent of AII Renters Belc*.r Percent of A11 Renters Belcrvr
Federal Poverty Level 125t of Federal Foverty Level

Fercent
Change

L974 L977 1980 1977-80 1974

Fercent
Change

L977 1980 L977-80
AlI renters 16.5

Brookllm 19.6

Oreens 8.4

22.5 25.3

27 .7 30.7

13.4 15.3

+12.4

+I0.8

+L4 -2

26.3

3L.2

15.4

32.1 34.3

38.5 40.6

22.2 24.9

+ 6.9

+ 5.5

+L2.2

Sources z L974,
U.S. Bureau of
Vacancy Survey.

L977 data from Marcuse, L979:32;
the Census; 1981 New york City

1980 data frcnr
Housing and
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According to the 19Bo census, the median annual house-
hord income of renters in New york city in l9g0 was $rr,001.
slnce 1969, this represents an increase of 53.5 percent in
current dollars. rn L967 constant dollars, however, New york

tenants in 1980 had. actuarly experienced a 2g.3 percent loss
in purchasing power during the same period. specifically,
Brooklyn tenants experienced a 39.7 percent increase in current
dollar income between 1965 and l9go. when measured in rgGZ

constant dollars, this ,,increase,o represents a 34.7 percent
real decrease in purchasing power since 1969. The profire for
Queens is almost identical to that of Brookryn for the s.Lme

period. rt registers a 40.3 percent increase in current
doIlars, and, a 34.4 percent decrease in Lg67 constant doftars.

TABLE 27

MEDIAN A}iN(AL IiT'SEOID INCOME OF
(1967) DOLTARS FoR NEW YORK CI[Y,

REII]ERS IN CIJRREItT AND COISIIA}fT
BMKLIN A!{D QUEI{S: SEI,EIED ]EARS

Percent Chan@

1969- 1969- 1974- L977-80 74 _11 80

All renters
hookllm
Oreens

@I

All renters
Broolcllm

Q:eens

1969

$7,165

6,729

8r5gg

I10.8

$6,467

6,0?2

8,095

L974

$8,395

7,559

L0,g2g

Is4"8

$5,423

4 rgg3

7,060

L977 1980

Current Dollars
$8,979 $11,C01 +53.5 +L7.2

7 t7L3 9,400 +39.7 +L2.4
10,710 L2,572 {-{0.3 +22.0
185.5 237.2 +I[4.1 +39.7

bnstarrt Dollars
$4,840 $4,638 -28.3 -16.1
4,518 3,963 -34.7 _19.6

5:774 5,300 -34.4 -L2.7

+ 7.0 +22.5

+ 2.0 +2L.9

- 2.0 +L7.4

+19.8 +27.9

-10.8 - 4.2

-14.8 - 4.7
-18.2 - 8.2

l'trote: cPr is a\Erage for year for all urban consurers, Ner.l york-ti*rrttreasternNilJersey, Lg67 = 100, frreau of rabor statistics, u.s. DepartrrEnt of kibor.
sources: 1969 data frcm sternlieb, p.9?; 

-Lg?A, Lg7? jncrcnre data frcrn Marc,se,W-,-77, 1980 data frcnt tlre u.s. 
-suraau or ttre'cens:s, I9g1 lleru york cierIlcusirtg and Vacanqg Sr:rvey.

pp.
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TABLE 28

MEDIAN llr{NUAL RDIER IOUSEIrOLD rN@{E, By BOROUGH A}tD
SIZE OF HOUSEIIOID, NE^I YORK CIIY, 1980

lftrr0cer of Persons irr Housetold
AI1

IIcusetpId.s

A11 Boroughs

Brookllm

Qaeens

$11,001

9,400

L2,5'12

$L2,602

11,306

L4,294

$I2,075

9,9L2

17,100

$11,968

11,990

L6,552

5 or npa:e

$L0,972

9,943

L4,5gg

$8,389

6,133

8 r665

source: u.s. Bureau of the census, 1981 New york city Housing
and Vacancy Survey.

Tabre 28 depicts the median annuar renter-househord in-
come in current dollars. An interesting dynamic is evident.in
this tab1e. whire renter-households of two persons report.
higher income than single households in each borough under

study and in the city as a whore, households of three persons

report less j-ncorne than households of two persons in both the

city as a whore and Brooklyn. Queens, however, shows a great-
er income in three-person as compared to two-person households.

of course, one likely expranation for this varj.ation may be

that Queens has a greater percentage of multi--income house-

holds that the other boroughs.

rn spite of problems with the quarity of housi-ng stock,
high rents, and the high proportion of renters found at or

near the poverty Ievel, New York city has a row net rental vac-

ancy rate. This rate !.ras 2.13 percent in 1991 for the entire
city , for a decrease of .85 percent since r97g (see Table 2gt .
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The 1981 net vacancy rate for Brooklyn was 2.LL percent, a
decrease of .88 percent since 1978. whire Brooklyn folrows
the cltywide pattern in this respect, however, eueens display_
ed, an increase in its net vacancy rate from 1.gg percent in
1978 to 2.23 percent in 1981.

rn absolute numbers, there were l3r0o0 vacant units in
Brooklyn in 1980, when the data was corlected. This figure
was down 51000 units from the 18,000 identified in 1978. In Oreens,

on the other hand, the 8roo0 units risted as vacant in r97g
had by 1981 increased to 9r000 vacant units.

T.ABLE 29

\NCA}II A\TAIIABLE A}iD OCCUPIED RETiITAL I}iTiS AND NEE REIMAL\acAlIcY RAIES, NEW YORK CIIY, BrcKLlh{ A!{D Qumis, Lg7g, ),6gL

Borough

lbtal

Brooldlm

Oreens

OccuDied
1978 1981

;

s82

402

1,934

5BI

402

Rental llrrits
(tlrousands)

Vacant .Availableffi
42

13

9

2.95r 2.138

3.07 z.LL

1.88 2.23

59

18

Sources: Adapted from Stegman,
sus, 1981 New York City Housing

Bureau of the Cen-
Survey.

1981; and. U.S.
and Vacancy
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.SECTION III: RACE AND ETHNICITY IN NEW YORK

Introduction

In the f j-rst tr,lo sections of this re1rcrt, we preseJrted a global

view of the population and housing profiles and dynamics of the

City of New York ;(as an.i .i.ntegrated unit) and of the Boroughs of

Brooklyn and Queens. The tasks which remain ahead are even

more challengirg, however, in that they are based on a much

Iess firm data foundation and frequently involve ext,rapolating

from many sources with varying degrees of reliability. l'lore

specifically, the data on which one must rely in order to draw

inferences and conclusions about the two boroughs are not aI-

ways comparable. Census tracts do not correspond with neighbor-

hood designations; data obtained from the alien registratign

forms of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (see,pp.

4-6 of this report) are reported in accordance with zip codes

which follow a logic derived from the needs and requirements of

the U.s. Postal Service -- without regard to either neighbor-

hood configuratj.ons or census classifications; fina1Iy, the

City's "working" geographical unit is most. often the Community

District which also follows an independent logic. In view of

these disparate sources of data and their varying leve1s of

disaggregation, the challenge to this research team has been

to develop a plan which presents these data in as coherent and

reliable a framework as it is possible.

Since immigration statistics must be cuIled from among

such a variety of data sets, the researcher is expected, to im-
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provise in order to fill the many data gaps. ,,For instance,

disaggregated data on ethnic groups both for the entire City
or the two boroughs under discussion are 1970 vintage. The

results of the 1980 centennial census with the requisite level
of disaggregation are not yet available -- although they will
probably become available within the next six months. By nec-

essity, then, one must look for other sources which are

substantiallv less re1iable. The problems with the INS alien
registration data have already been discussed elsewhere (see

pp. 4-6). Another, and perhaps more reliable source of data

on 5:nmigration, is the INS d.ata on new entries by immigrants

who come in as pennanent residents (see Table 30). The pro-

blem with these very valuable data, however, is that INS'is

several years behind, in its reporting requirements. Fot in-
stance, the data reported on Table 30 are for the year ending

september 30, L979. They are the latest available such data.

In view of these problems, the conclusion reached from

our experience with the data is that trends and directions,
rather than accurate enumeration, is as much as a. judicious

observer shourd ask of immigration data in Ner+ york. we shall
observe this caveat with extreme care.

These problems are of course by no means unique to this
case. c.J. watson and his associates recently faced similar
obstacres in a study of the British town of Dudrey (1923). His

advice is relevant to this study. He notes that the ,,choice

is not simply between social survey or secondary data as a
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means. of establishing an information base (I923: I2 ) . ,' Ideal-

Ly , a combination of both methods would. be des j-rabre. He

then pfoceed.s to outline several steps which include the care-
fur reviewing of the nature and content of existing informa-

tion and the mounting of "smaII-scare surveys" on the most im-
portant. issues (Dudley, 1973:12). we have heeded Dud.reyrs re-
corunendations i-n designing our research but we have augmented

them with two other significant, non-governmental sources of
information: the tapping of our ovrn extensive contacts in the
various immigrant communities and the identification and per-
usal on the several unpublished. and onqroing studies on new im-

migrants in New York city. As a result of this strategyr w€

have striven to build on, rather than d.uplica.te, the studies
of others and we offer an eclectic, vet comprehensive, Atudy
within the limitations imposed by the data and the nature of
the topS-c. we are confident that this decision has substan-

tial1y improved our report.
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Ethnj-c Minorities in New York Citv and the Boro

The alien registration data for New york for L9'77 and

1980 are presented on Table 30. One notes a modest total in-

crease of 3.5 percent for 1980 for the entire City of New York.

In spite of the unreliability of these data, however, when they

are read together with those presented on Table '1, however, one

notices that the representation of the key immigrant groups re-
mains stable. Most of the substantial growth occurs among

Hispanic groups and other members of the Caribbean community.

Specifi-cal1y, one notes the substantial increase in the size of
the legally present communities of Dominicans, Ecuad.orans,

Colombians, Guyanese, Barbadians, Peruvians, Hondurans, Salva-

dorans, Chileans, Grenadans and Nicaraguans (see also Table 31).

Of course, the data report only those who have not yet obtained

citizenship and who are here with valid i-mmigration documents.

If illegals and first generation citizens of each such group

were to be included herein, the size of these communities would

certainly be anywhere from almost double to several tjmes the

reported numbers. This is certainly believed to be the case

with each such community both by members of these communities

and many researchers. What this also points to, of course, is
that most of these communities are of quite recent origin. A

guick review of the findings of the 1970 decennial census cer-
tainly confj-rms this (Table 31) but the difference wiII only
carry its fullest impact when those resurts can be juxtaposed

with the 1980 resurts. That operation, however, wirr have to
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wait a while longer. A closer look at Table 7 helps one anti-

cipate some of these results, however, The ranking of new

entrants into the United States who report New York City as

their destination is rather predictable: Dominicans are first,

followed. by Jamaicans, Chinese and Taiwanese, Haitians, and

.Colombians. Only the Jamaicans are close to the Dominicans

(83* of the Dominican total), however, The next closest group,

the Chinese (inclusive of the Taiwanese) are only 43 percent

of the Dominicans, while the Haitians and Colombians comprise

33 and 29 percent of the Dominicans respectively.

A further investigation of alien entry data for the years

L976-78 shows few surprises. For instance, the ranking of the

six top immigrant groups on the 1978 INS entry. data are identi-

cal to those for 1979 -- and the proportions are also .p$to*i-

mately the same (data not shown). That order, remarkably, is

the sarne for L976, with a few important exceptions which, how-

ever, have no particular significance for the argument presented

here. For instance, the share of Soviet immigrants is larger

than that of all other groups, except the Dominicans. One can

derive several insights from these data. Those of particular

relevance to this study include insights about the relevance of

"push" variables in some obvious cases such as that of Salvador,

Haiti and most recently, Nicaragua. While this might not be

the appropriate forum for engaging on the debate on the relative
strength of "sending" vs. "receiving" area variables on the de-

cision to migrate, the constellation of forces which influence

the migration decision at the household leve1, and the signifi-
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cance of the establishment of migration "pathways" and family

networks are well-established components of the literature on

immigration and are aII subtly supported by the d,ata. These data

show distinct and substantial, but gradual, increases for mig-

rants from caribbean and Central America regions, 3s well as for

the less mature, but faster increasing immigration flows from

Asian origins. These increases occur within the limits imposed

by the Immigration and Nationality ect and are only possible by

the commensurate gradual decreases in the representation of

other immigrant groups mostly from European origins' Figu:es I and' 2

Iist aII the zip codes for Brooklyn arxi Oleens and identify tlrose ethnic

groups for each zip code which are rePresented by at least 200

persons. of course, each zip code services communities whose

size varies significantly. Hence, a check mark under a parti-

cular ethnic grouP may represent two hundred resident aliens in

one case and two or three thousand in another'

In order to provide a greater degree of accuracy, w€ have

developed Tables 32 and 33. ltrese Tables give the exact numbers for the

ten Iargest groups represented in each zip code. In these Tables,

an additional attemPt is made to present the zip code areas

within the framework of neighborhood designations. A caveat is

again in order here: the identification of zip codes with

neighborhoods is only an approximat'ion in order to facilitate

the presentation of data in a user-relevant manner. ZLP codes

were never designed to conform to neighborhood boundaries and

frequently spread over two or more communities. We have attempt-

ed to place all zip code information into the one neighborhood
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where most of the zip code is located. While this
completeJ-y accurate, it does provid.e what we feel
approximation. Finally, the zip cod,e information

the 1980 alien registration data collected by the

and Naturalization Service.

method is not

is an adequate

is based on

Immigration

MBLE 3I

EOREIE{ BORN HISPA}IICS IN,NE!{ YORK CIIY

FoRETOI BORN u
1970

RreISTERED
L977

ALI3NS 2/
L979

Orba

Oaninican Re1>ubljc

Colcnbi,a

Ecuador

Sain
Panam

Argentina
Ihrduras
Peru

lG:<ico

6sta Rica

BeIize
Ctr-ile

Veneanela

G:aternala
Nicaragua

tlrryrray
Bolivia
EL Sahrador

Paraguay

63043

51231

2258L

16075

10694

10187

9778

4672

3814

3s41

3277

2368

2366

2246

L494

138r

995

9s6

795

N.A.

28357

58478

20818

2L902

4i2J9

520r

5521

3490

3864

2536

2622

N.A.

1630

1308

2189

It80
1145

559

1085

186

2L569

88350

2AA2

2747s

4362

5670

547L

4892

5525

2673

2673

L626

2929

LT12

3433

LTIT
1235

709

3789

206

Ll
2/

2LL494

1970 Censs - incluites citizens and

U.S. Inmigratiqr ard Naturalization

L6?290 20897s

aliens
Servie, Alien Registraticn data



FIGURE I

DISTRIBIEICbI OF r'rArOR E'rIlNrC GROUPS IN BRmKLYN, By ZIP CCOEI

etluric Grqrp2

Source: Data based qr 1980 INS Alien f€gisCratisl Forms

1 th" ort-off point is a rninjrnrn of 200 ent:ies per ga,qp
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BMKLYI{ NEIGHBOruIMD I},TITIGANI POPIIIAIICTiI:

Based on 12130/1980 Zip Code Alien Reqistration for:ns

, 2) fort Hard-ttonlBdcer Beadr (zip 11209)1) Gravesend Bav (zip 11223)

Italy 2,327
USSR 767
Israel zLL
Iebarpn I39
Greece I35
Egypt LzL
qfria 1I8
Ctrina I08
Argentina 90
West L7

3) Brrsh ltenn-inal (zip It232)

Dcndnican Rep.338
Itaty 21'6
Fquadon I84
Colcrrbia 98
Poland 89
Ctba 84
Guyana 79
Finland 64
India 44
Peru 43

5) Pro+ect Park (zip 11215)

Dcndnican Rep.487
Ita.Iy 377
Orba 370
EE:ador 355
China 240
Foland 2O7
Colcrtbia 183
Jamaica 161
lrinidad 160
IIaiLi 147

CrneeCe
China
Iebanon
ti*rrway
Italy
Ilcng Kcng
I(orea
qfria
Irelard
Canada

4) Cr::eemrcod Csreterrl

880
266
163
L62
1s9
141
139
105

97
B9

N/A

(zip pare
6) Kinqs Plaza-Flqfd Bermet Field of 11234)

Italy
USSR

Israel
Poland
freeoe
Jarnaica
f.Ofea
Ireland
Ttinidad
uK

37L
136
L29
104
101

99
61
51
49
49
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7l Flatlands Industriaf Park
(zip 11236)

Italy
Janaica
USSR
tri.rridad
Barlcados
Israel
Crba
China
Poland
Grlpna

EE:ador
Italy

8) Ki:rqs Cc^mW fbspital (zip 11203)

709
534
256

'- 22L
184
r50
L49
141
r37
1r3

Janaica
rYinidad
G4rana
Iiaiti
Barbados
Panarna
IJK
frerada
West fndies
St. Vincent

Br^ooklrrn Narrv Yard (Zip 11205)

Ooruinican neP.
rtinidad
Haiti
Jaraica
Equador
l'lexico
G4rara
ItalY
Nicaragua
Barbados

Cgneterv (zip 11207)

Ooninican nep.
Janaica
Equador
[tinidad
Panana
Balloados
Grlrarn
tlcnduras
Haiti
Orba

3,L94
1r882
L,23L
L,209
LtO52

449
429
3g
2L0
198

9) Broklvn Ibiqhts Piers (zip 11201) t0)

Ird.ia 223
Dcnrinican Rep. 159
Orba 135
rrK 135
Philippines 119
China 98
Cemany 80

*ain 67
Canada 65
Janaica 62

ILI Cireenpoint Tndustrial a1P3

Polard L,862
fqrrador 32L
Dardnican Rep. l..77

Colcrnbia 146
I6rea 1I8
China II7
Cryana 98
Italy 84
Nicaragr:a 79
tqsR 77

13) friqhland Park Oereterat (zip 11208)

Dcnfuican ReP.1,223

r2)

r80
136
8I
8I
80
70
5E
50
50
47

L,257
876
67s
439
275
263
2L2
205
194
139

654
567

Janraica 506
Trinidad 295

14) Canarsie Beadr Park (zip 11236)

Italy 709
Jamaica 534
USSR 256
TYinidad 22L
Barlcados 184
Israel 150
Grba L49
China 141
Poland L37
Gryarn 113

qryara
Colcmbia
n drados

2L4
L62
r34

Ilorduras 131
Iiaiti L29



r 6l Jaraica BaY

N/A

USSR
Italy
China
freece
Ilcng Kong
Isael
Poland
I\:rkey
Orba
I-ebanon

21) Oonqr Island (zip 11224)

TJSSR

Janaica
Poland
ftinidad
mninican nep.
Italy
Panana
Haiti
Israel
I{est Indies

27) Bath Beadr (zip 1I2I4)
Italy
Ctrina
USSR

Grcece
rbtg Kcng
Argentira
Polad
Ibrea
nrkery"
Crba

16) Baook.].vn l,larile Park

N/A

18)

63-

of 11235 -
17)

553
352
302
203
159
L29
L27
105

89
74

2,99O
24L
185
11s
113
105

96
64
63
60

IISSR
Ita1y
Poland
Orba
Ctdna
India
Ptrilippines
Isael
Ilcng Ibng
Konea

2,866
228
22L
20L
200
154
153
L42
r18
113

19) Briqhton Beach (zip 11235 - sare as 20) pltln ge+gfl_(4P.- part of 11235 - saIIE
'

221 Seacra@ {,zip - part of L1224 - saIIE as
6?n 

-@

ub/
133

95
88
75
70
55
51
49
34

23) west Bricihtgr (zip - part of 11224 - 24)
sare as 2\/Ccnev Islard above)

26) C'ravesend (zip 11223 - senre as 1/
Ctravesend Bav above)

28) Bensontn-rrst (zips 11204, 11214, 11223)

2s)

Ita1y
IJSSR
China
CrreeCe
Isr:aeI
ArgenLina
Ifcng l(org
Egypt
PoIand
Lelranon

8,576
1rr41

515
442
354
306
278
249
L97
139

l4anhattan Beach (

11229 - saIIE as 17
C€rritsen Beach above



64.

29) Madleton (zip 11204)

Ita1y
China
Greece

Ilong IOng
Israe1
Fgypt
Angentina
G4rana
Poland

30) Drker Heiqhts (zip U22B)

Italy
Ga:eece
Idorway
Yugoslavia
Canada
l:eLard
rurkqf
ArEentina
UK
lrlest nrdi.es

11232

Ocminican @.
Ita1y
Fquador
Oolcnbia
Polnrd
Orba
Gryand
rid-and
India
Peru

3,259
266
L92
I89
165
143
L28
111
r01
101

9il
1L6

4?
33
29
20
19
18
18
L7

338
?J6
184

98
89
84
79
64
44
43

31) Bav Ridge (zip 11209 - sane as 2/
Fort@
@

32) Sunset, Park (zip It22Olpare of It232)
LL22O

Dardnican Rep,.Lr272
777
503
47L
397
363
227
222
2L4
187

1,191
L28
84
81
6I
49
44
35
33
30

35) Ccbb1e IIjJ-1 (zip 11231 - sarrE as

Ctrim
nquadrlr
fteece
Hdrg Kolg
Italy
Pltilippines
Inlia
l{oll^Iat/
Orba

33) Red Hcod (zip It2.31)

Italy
Dcndnican Rep.
nEnAor
Forbrgal
O:ba
Colcmbia
Sah'!b<io
Argentina
West Ind.ies

34) Oolcntbja Street

11215 - sane as 5 38) Boerun HitI (zip LL2L5 - sare as



39)

b5.

40) Wjndsor Terrace (zip - part ol-!f!l!l
TISSR

Italy
Ctlina
Equador
Crba
Hcng Kong
Oolcnbia

r,lo3
679
44L
222
2L9
203
L73

Janaica
Haiti

42) Flatbush (zip 11226)

Doninican Rep. L67
164
L27

Janraica 21561
Trjnidad 1,583
Iiaiti 1,566
Gryana 937
Ctrina 720
Panana 539
Barlcados 537
ocnfuican nep. 407
Ilcng Korg 365
UK 272

43) laidrmod (zip It230)
T]SSR
China
Italy
Israe1
Turkey
FoIand
Ilcng lrong
Haiti
CrfeeCe
Oolcnbia

1r460
3s9
337
268
L77
157
153
14I
L28
II5

4s)

47) !4i11 Island (zip pa::t, of 11234 -
sane as 6/Kings PIaza-FIc^/d
ffi

Benret Fjeld above)

5I) Starrett Citv (zip part of 11207 -
s€ne as 12/Ceneten, abo\re)

Bennet Field above)

50) Canarsie (zirr 11236 - sane as 14l
mfi" 9"""t P*k "b-.)

52) l,Iorth Canarsie (zip U236 - sesnP as
Zn*--OanasmaustriatParf
above)

48)

4e)

of LL229 - saIIE as

46) ld1I Basin (z)



66.

53) Farragut (zip 112O1)

Jamaica 3rL94
Trjnidad L,882
Gqrana L r23L
Haiti L,209
Bardcados Lr052
Panarna 449
UK 429
crenada 354

. Idest Indies 2LO
St. Vincgnt 198

55) liorth East. Flatbustt. (zip It21?)

Barlcados 575
Haiti 500
cryrana 4I5
Panaoa 269
Ocndnican @. 222
uK 199
Ihrduras 139
ftenada L27

Jamica Lr370
ltinidad 930
Barlcados 744
Ilaiti 478
Panana 442
Ocrninican @. 378
Grlana 348
ussR 205
UK L76
Grenada 145

54) Rernsen ViIIaqe (zjp 11236 - saIIE

Park abcve)

s6)

s7)

se)

Jarnaica 11963
kinidad 11196
Haiti 974
Barlcados 565
GrYana 490
Panama 386
Dcninican Rep. 276
UK L94
libst Ind.ies 153
China 137

58) FlatLards (zips: 11236 - sare as 14./
Canarsje Beadl Park abqve;
11234 --s€ErE as 6/Kinos Plnza-

60) Iefferts cardens . (zip 11225)11203 - sare as 8



!{eeksvil-le

67.

53)

6s)

LL225 - sare as 64) kospect Heiqhts (zip II2I7)
Doninican Rep.
T?inidad
Haiti
Fquador
Janaica
Grlarn
Orba
Panama
Olcnrlri.a
G:atgnala

11201 - sarE 11201 - saIE as66)

336
171
150
t27
110

98
96
68
66
55

336
I71
150
t27
110

98
96
68
66
55

957
782
746
296
22L
94
92
90
87
75

827
6s6
434
404
252
243
141
139
111

68) Fort C:reene (zip 11217)

Daninican @.
lti:ridad
Haiti
Equador
Jarnaica
G4rarn
Orba
Panana
Oolcnbia
G:atgnala

70) ltcnpkins Park (zip 11216)

Barlcados
Ttinidad
Janraica
Gryana
Panarna
Haiti
G:enada
West l:dies
IJK

St. Vinoent

71) 72) Scn:tlrern williansburq (zip 11211)

Dcrninican nep. Lr892

Barlcados
Jarnaica
ltinidad
Gryana
Panana
Dcndnican Rep.
Itrcnduras
hbst Ind.ies
UK
St. Vincent

s10
390
351
24L
112

77
60
52
49
47

Italy
Israel
Poland
Oquador
Rcrnania
ttmgary
China
l,Iest Tndies
USSR

FUltort
as9

I120I - sanE as



1121I - sarre as731

751

74)

76)Beclford Sb:rruesant ,zrn 11233 -
re$e as 7llSttrwesant Heiql

freengrjnt (?ip II222 - sane as l1l
Cr
arovF

Yugoslavia
Dcrdnican Rep.
Geunany
fquador
Janaica
Ronania
ArrstJia
Ctdna
trdest Irxlies

1,814
1,233

681
67L
282
199
L92
l-79
r08
100

78) Bustrwick (zip 11221)

Dardnican Rep.
Jamaica
Itinidad
Barlcados
Pguador
Panama
qrlpru
Costa Rica
Haiti
hlest Indies

6L4
420
304
286
222
173
135
106
104

65

7el

81)

87)

80)

83)

8s) 86)

88) Boro park (zip 11219)

Italy
tssR
fsrael

Ronania
Ii:ngaq/
Indi^a
Dcndnican Rep.
Foland
Arba

90) Centxal Will
as 72

L1732
861
549
322
250
227
L97
184
160
158

1121I - sarg

BncnmsviJ.Le LL2L2 - sarre as 821 East New york L1207 -r sare as

Creek (zips: 1L207 -

IIILls 11208 - sarre
as 13
aborrc

- sarrE as 2/
above
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Fiqr:re 2 (contilued)
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1I419



tI.
fiqure 2 (contilued)

u590

LL692

u693

u594

11695

I1596

11697

Qgrrggt

1

2

3

Data based on 1980 INS Alien Registration Fo::ns

See !,Iap fotloring Figure 2 jl order to place tlre appror<lnate place of the
zip codes

The cut-off point is a rdnirm.rn of 200 entries per group

Ttre follcnring zip codes reported at least 200 llaitjans: 11411
11413
LL429
l-LA32
11435
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MAP 2
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73-

TABLE 33

QUEET{S NEIGIIMRTrcOD I}"O{IGANI POPUIATION:

Based on 12130/1980 Zip Code Alien Reqi-stration Foms

6's
d

F{

d.o
A
4Jcd
H'd
E
11

l+{
o

h
a
Bc
O '.{
CJ UI.r{

fl6
(6

H.d

E

6E E'rl .C E+JHl.1388d. 6r, 6g --t o .rt 0JA O.Q OE.T 
=E=E(d(d(d

t{ 'Fl .-l
ENOU.-l .-l --lEHHHOO

dqd888E.C

88i6'. 6 8,
EE EH B:$
*E Az tBd(d(d.,.{ .r1 Hoout.Fl .f{ .-lEHEooH

682
204
107
90
81
77
75
33
32

I91
60
50
26
20
20
15
15

;I0

1) Sor:th Jarnaica (zip 11436)

Janaica
Trinidad
Barlcados
IIaiti
G4rana
Panana
west Irdies
Oordnican @.
tx

5) Rosedale (zip 11422)'

Jarnaica
Ita1y
Haiti
Gryana
Itinidad
TJK

PtriJ.ippines
Cennarqf
Barlcados
Aolcnbia

2) Srcrinqfield Gardens North (zip 11434)

Jalaica
I?i.tridad
Haiti
Barbados
Gryana
UK
Panana
I€st trldies
Oolcnbia

4) Brcolszil-Ie (zip 11413)

Janaica
Ilaiti
trinidad
uK
panana
Ba35.6o=
G4rana
I€st Indies
Colqrbi.a

6) Jarnaica Estates (zip 11423)

Oolcnbia
Jarnaica
Daninican Rep.
Equador
Ptr-ilippines
IiaiLi
Ilinidad
G4rana
China
Glba

1,175
27L
269
117
100

97
94
43
43

280
26L
2LO
194
191
L77
L25
83
75
64

285
141
L02

52
52
42
30
24
L7
L7



9) Breean Point and Roibr:ry (zips: 11697 and 11695)

11697

74.

7) Hollis (zip 11412)

Jarnaica
lrinidad
Haiti
Arltarn
TJK

BarJcados
Panarna
I{est Ind.ies
oaninican nep.

Ireland
UK
Scotland
Afghanistan
Canada
Ceunany
India
Isael
Italy
l.Ior-rray

I,leponset ard Be1le Hardcor

Ireland
poland
USSR
ColcErrbia
Gneece
Korea
UK
Cennany
G4rarn
Israel

Ilararels (zip 11693)

Ireland
Ibrea
Janaica
lti:ridad
USSR
Poland
US

Canada
Italy
Scotland

B) Albans 11434 -

11695

Arba
(no otlrers)

1I) Rod<aruav Park-Seaside (zip 11694 -
sarrE as fOAeporrse ana geIle

13) AryerneEdqenere (zip 11692)

Janraica L97
Uardnican nry. 80
ltinidad 64
Haiti il
CUba 45(x 40
Qryana 39
Colqrbia 38
Panama 31
Fguador 28

637
19s
LLz
67
64
51
48
32
19

6
3
2
I
I
I
I
1
1
1

10)

L2l

69
30
20
I6
16
14
t4
uu
11

16
L4
13

B

I
7
7
6
5
5

SAIIE AS

above)



17) Forest Hj-LIs (zips: 11374 and 11375)

11374

14) Bavswater (zip 11691)

Janaica
USSR

Trinidad
EL Salvador
Gryana
Colqrlcia
I(orea
G:aternala
Ilaiti
Dcndnican Rep.

TJSSR

Isael
Irxlia
Colcmbia
Equador
China

. Grba
Rcrnania
Japan
I(orea

18) Reqo Park (zip 11373)

Oolcnbia:'
nqrdor
CtLina
Ind.ia
Korea
q&a
Philfu>pines
Ooninican nep.
Hong l(cng
peru

20) Ridqer,pod (zip IL3?9)

Ita1y
Cerrnny
Yugoslavia
Oolcrbia
China
polard
Ind.ia
Ireland
T'K
Ibng f\ong

15) Far

16) Brcad Grannel (zip 11693 - sane

11375

4L9
330
L79
L76
145
145
L24
108
105

89

657
293
230
223
L74
L72
146
139
136
117

3r008
1,592
r,560
L1406
1,369
1,25L
L,029

933
594
479

345
155
66
62
41
40
33
31
29
23

USSR
Japan
India
Oolcmbia
Israel
CtLina
Irarr
I(orea
Ctba
$rkey

Glendale (zip 11227)

N/A

1r619
595
s78
483
46L
33s
264
249
220
2II

Ie)

zip 11691



2L)

23122)

2sl241

76.

u-iddte Villaqe (zip 11378 and 11373)

11378

Poland
Italy
Cennany
Colcnrlcia
Greece
Ireland
Yugoslavia
Chirla
Korea
qrba

Flustrinq (zip 11355)

Korea
India
Colcmbia
ftina
Jpaan
Clrba
I]SSR
Equador
Dcnr-inican Rep.
Ptrilippines

Garden Bav (zip 11I0U

Colcmbia
Equador
Italy
Dcrninican R€p.
C\rba
Gryana
Yugoslavia
C,reeCe
PhiJ.ippines
China

Colcnrbia 31008
Fguador L,582
Chj-rn 1,560
India L,406
I(orea 11368
Orba 1,25L
PhiJ-ippines L,028
Dardnican Rep. 993
Hong f'crg 594
Peru 479

r1373

Jarnaica
Colcrrbia
Dordnican Rep.
EE:ade
Cuba
Ifinidad
Barlcados
ilaiti
G:yana
India

3r5
260
81
53
45
36
33
27
25
2L

L,632
L,4L6
l, L5g

616
473
399
377
374
328
328

323
3L2
292
27L
195
L23
L22
101
10r

79

Collee Pojnt (zip 11354)

Korea
Colcrnbia
CrneeCe

China
India
Arba
Japan
USSR
Ital-y
Equador

Corona (zip 11368)

Doninican Rep. 51383
Colcn0cja L,L57
Eguador Lt044
Italy 877
Jamaica 55I
Arba 537
Greece 399
CI'rirla 398
India 358
Ttinidad 282

27) East Elmhr:rst (zip 11359)

857
42L
278
2L9
2L6
205
200
r86
L79
134

395
313
250
2L7
2LL
140

97
93
89
68

26) North Corona (zip 11358 - sane as
25/Cnrona above)

28) Jadcson }biqhts (zjp U369 - sarE
as 27lEast Elmtnrrst aborre)



77.
29) Elmtrurst (zip 11377)

Colcrnbja 2,004
Eqr:ador 927
oordnican nep. 847
Korea 839
Arba 699
Chirra 677
lxdia 510
Gercece 503
Philippines 463
Irel.ard 333

30)

31)

Oolcrnbia
I(orea
Rcrnania
Irrkey
Eqrador
Olba
freece
Ctlina
TISSR

Tndia

33) Canbria lleidrts (zip It411)
Jarnaica
Haiti
TYinidad
G:yana
Barlcados
uK
Panana
West Indies
Bermrda

34) Qreens Vitlaqe (zip U429)

Jarnaica
Haiti
ltinidad
aryarn
Ocrninjcan Re4>.

TIK

Colcmbia
Barbados
Panara
O$a

11433

Jataica
ttinidad
Dordnican Rep.
uK
Barlcados
Ilcnft:ras
IIaiti
G4rana
Panarna
I€st Indies

644
631
358
242
232
223
182
155
154
L28

773
374
226
101

85
80
32
25
16

35) Janaica llil.Is (zips 11432 and 11433)

11432

76L
547
437
420
382
365
299
266
264
22L

Colcmbia
CrreeCe
Equador
PhilippSnes
Ddia
Oardnican nep.
TIaiLi
Gatanata
Grlana
Ctdna

802
499
22L
93
92
92
69
6I
46
40

246
60
58
36
30
22
20
19
19
18

II378 - saIIE as 2L/



36)

78.
Brj-arr,rcod (zips 11432 and

-11433 
- boti sane as 35/

38) Pcnnnok (zip 11367 - sane as
3?/IGw Gardens l{i11s abve)

40) IJtopi.a (zip 11357 - sare as
37lXer^r C,adens Hills above)

4I) Ftestr l,badcrus (zip 11367 - sane
as 37ll(erw Cardens Hil1s above)

43) Bellerose-Floral Park (zips 11004 and 11426)

11004

37) idew Gardens HiIIs (zip 11367)

Colorbia
USSR

. China
India
Isr:aeI
I6rea
Janaica
Fguador
Irarr
Italy

39) Hj-Llcrest 11367

42) Oaklard C,ardens (zip 11427)

Oolc$bi-a
Jamaica
OJba
Italy
India
Fquador
freece
Chirn
Cemany
Philippines

11416

Italy
India
Cennany
Ireland
Colcnbia
UK
(triJra
Argentirn
Equador
Greece

28I
r53
L49
L46
L24

91
90
86
BO

79

Irdia
Italy
Jarnaica
I(orea
China
UK
Colcntrcia
Poland
Cbba
Japan

L47
37
35
25
20
17
15
t4
13
13

206
76
45
38
36
32
32
30
29
28

62
57
41
25
24
22
19
L7
I5
15

26
23
2L
19
18
18
18
L7
16
13

44) GIen Oaks (zip I[004 - sare as
4 3/Be1leroseFloral Park abo,re )

45) Douqlaston-Little lled< (zip 11362)

ftina
Ind.ia
Korea
Italy
Canada
Japan
Turkey
Colcnbia
Cermarry
freece



79.

48) Autrrrndale (zips 11365 and 11358)

1136s

392
L2L

97
94
75
74
7L
60
59
50

49) Whitestme (zip 11354 - sare as
23lColleqe Pojnt above)

46) Bavside (zip 11364)

Irdi.a
Colqnbi.a
Ita1y
China
I(orea
I\rrkqg
Japan
Greece
Cerrnany
IsraeI

Japan
China
Colcmbia
Italy
India
Korea
CrreeCe
FoIand
Israel
(x

5I) ldrrav EiLI (zip 11355 - sare
as 22lTlustrins abo\re)

53) I{codhaven (zip It421)

ItalY
PoIand
Cemany
Litln:ania
EEndor
USSR
Cllina
Yugoslavia
Gneece::
Oolanbia

55) Sout}t Ozcne Park (zip 11420)

Jarnaica
Italy
Itinidad
G4rarn
Ooninican nep.
Colcftia
EE:ador
IIaiLi
Baraados
Philippines

47) Clearview (zip 1136I)

ItalY
Gneece
Japan
Dcndnican Rep.
China
Oolcnlcia
Ineia
Ireland
UK
Cennarry

11358

Ita-ly
freee
Colcrbia
I(orea
Cemarl
Yugoslavia
China
Philippines
Japan
Equador

rl9
111
107

88
67
61
58
53
38
38

270
222
186
175
169
168
L47
101

64
64

178
140

80
62
56
55
49
46
40
34

387
242
142

81
79
76
74
7L
62
53

442
424
402
371
324
L74
Ls2
I38

72
72

235
92
66
54
45
42
39
37
30
28

52) East Flustrinc (zip U355 - sarc
as 22lTlushjnq abo\re)

54) Riclrurnd rtil1 (zip 11419)

Colcrnbia
Dcrnhican Rep.
Eguador
Italy
Gryana
qrba
Trinidad
Jaraica
Gntgnala
Ptrilippires



80.

56) Ozone Park (zips 11416 and 11417)

r1416

Italy
Foland
Colcnbia
China
PhiJ-ippines
Eqtndor
portrrgat
CUba
Ocndnjcan nep.
Gryana

57) Lindeuood (zip 11414)

Ita1y
philippines
I(orea
ftina
Oolqrbia
Canada
ftba
Argerttina
Cemany
poland

59) OId Howard familtor Beadr

s30
7L
50
45
40
25
2L
20
19
19

11417

Italy
Foland
Oolcrnbi,a
Cennarry
Philippines
Penr
Fquador
Ireland
Canada
China

427
32
27
24
24
22
19
16
15
15

209
63
28
27
24
18
18
L7
I6
I5

60) IGls Gardens (zip 11415)

Trarr
USSR

Oolcrrbia
Japan
India
Gennany
Korea
Israel
tx
Argentina

62) Queenslcoro HitI (zip 11366)

Ind.ia
Cfl.ina
Jamaica
Philippines
Oolqrbia
Italy
Taiwan
IsraeI
Oquador
Aryana

2L5
203
173
133
103

72
58
57
54
53

66
56
51
47
46
37
32
24
23
22

I14I4 - sarE as 57

11433 - sarrE as
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65) Astorja-Lonq Island CiW (zips: 11101 - saure as 24lC,arden Bav; ard II102 and
11106 as follows)

11102 llIOI

63) vucodside (zip 11104)

Oolcnbia
I{orea
Rcrnania
Turkry
Fquador
Ctba
Greece
China
USSR
India

Crcece
Italy
Clba
Equador
Yr:goslavi-a
Oolcnbia
Irllia
brea
Ocndnican nep.
Philippines

66) Laurelton (zip 11413 - sane as
 /koolorille above)

64) Ditnrars-steirrway (zip 11105)

freece 2 rO23
Italy 746
Cuba 538
Eryador 366
Colcrnbia 29L
qfprus 160
spain 160
I(orea 109
Dardnican Rep. L02
Peru 99

644
631
358
242
232
223
L82
155
1s4
L28

888
758
286
275
240
23t
200
r78
L32
L20

@lcrnbia
Eqrrador
Italy
Dcndnican Rep.
Orba
G4rana
Yugoslav5a
freece
PhiJ-ippines

.t""

67) tlnassicrned tracls

323
3L2
292
271
195
L23
L22
101
101

79



C. The 1980 Census: Preliminarv Results

As has been repeatedly pointed out throughout this report,
the data which have been presented so far have many limitations.
Yet, besides being the best avaj-lable such data, when read to-
gether with other information, a clearer picture begins to

emerg'e. Figures 1 4 which follow are precisely such an at-
tempt to broaden the informational base and help confirm or

disconfirm some of the trends to which rNS data point. Hence,

by relying on those analyses of the 1980 Census which are now

availabre, we have given a visuar dimension to the data about

two important i-mmigrant groups: Hispanics and Asians.

Before we proceed tb outline and discuss the available data,

it. is useful to make some general observations about these

groups which the 1980 census data do allow one to make. As has

already been pointed out, the population of New york City has

declined significantly since 1970. Yet, of equally great

significance is the new age distribution of that poputation.

The totar number of persons under 18 years of age in r97o com-

prised 28 percent of the city's total popuration; it was down

to 25 percent of the total in 1980. At the same time, the

Proportion of those over 55 in the total population increased

from L2 percent in 1970 to 13.5 percent in r98o. eueens, in
particurar, experienced a 14 percent increase in that age group

and now ranks ahead of Brookryn as the borough with the rargest
number of people over 65 years of age. certain areas, such as
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southern Rrooklyn and central Queens have particularly high

proportions of elderly people.

The significance of these developments cannot be emphas-

ized enough. The proportion of an area's population which is
under 18 and over 65 years of age is used to calcurate that
area ' s dependency ratio. Alttrough ttre dependenq,r ratio ,for lilew York

City declined from 67.5 percent in 1970 to 62.4 percent in
1980, of particular significance for social policy should

be the signS"ficant increase of those over 25 years of age and

the decline in the size of the age group under eighteen. These

statistics have distinct imprications for such services as

education and the full array of services for the aged as the

City is decidedly "ageing". At the same time, however, the

substantial increase of the 18-34 group and especially the

25-34 group -- which experience the sharpest increase -- is a

positive sign of a still dynamic economic profile.
The 1980 census also profiles the racial and ethnic com-

position of New York city. Bracks increased by 7.r percent in
19BO over the 1970 figuresr ED increase in absolute numbers of
1lB,867 peopre. Their proportion in the city's total popula-

tion increased from 2I percent in 1970 to 25 percent in I9Bo.*

With the exception of I"lanhattan, which registered a rather
precipitous decrease of 18 percent in its Black population,

* These figures include both foreign born Bracks and BrackHispanics. The city's Pranning commission puts that combin-ed figure at srightry over 10 percent of the arack popula-
tion.
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the other boroughs saw their share of Bracks increase. eueens

experienced a 37 percent increase in its Brack population,

while Brooklyn registered a more moderate r0 percent gaj-n-

The share of the total Brack popuratj-on residj-ng in these two .

boroughs, however, changed little as eueens increased its share

to L6.7 percent (from 15.5s) for 1970), and Brooklyn to 40.5

percent (from 39.3t for the previous decennial census). rn
fact, Queens accounted for over 80 percent of the growth in
the entire City's Black population.

whereas the 1970 census had counted persons of ',spanish
langua9e", the r9B0 ef,fort asked respondents whether they were

of spanish'brigin or descent.', To the txtent to which the two

categories are comparabre, the city experienced a 10 percent

increase in its Hispanic popuration, or an increase of nearly
130r000 people. The city's current Hispanic popuration of
slightry over 1.4 mitlion people represents nearly 20 percent
of the total population, an increase of nearly 4 percent since
7970. rnterestingry, over 85 percent of the total increase in
the Hi-spanic population of the City appeared in eueens. As

Table 34 indicates. the share of Hispanics living in eueens

as a proportj-on of the city's entire Hispanic population in-
creased to nearly 19 percent (from I2t for l97O). The size of
Brooklyn's Hispanic population, on the other hand, remained
stabre although its share of the total Hispanic population
dropped by nearly 3 percentage points to 27.9 percent.

A question of extreme rerevance when discussing the His-
panic profile of New york city always centers on the rerative
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weights between Hispanics of puerto Rj-can orj-gin and ,,other,,

Hispanics- The significance, of course, looms particularry
large because the former are citizens and theoreticarry enjoyl
but rarelv exercise, arl the privireges which this distinction
entails. Arthough "other', Hispanics may al.so be citizens, many

are onry residents and, presunably, some may in fact be here
without proper immigration documents. of course, the vast
majority of the latter are deemed to have remained uncounted.

TABLE 34

POPI IJIlIICI'i OF SPAI{I$I/6ISAMC ORT6IN OR DESCENI NEW 
'ORK 

CII'AND BOROIISHS - 1970 AI.rD 1980

New York Cier
grcoldyn

Q:eens

1970

L,279,630

392,5?5

153,69I

Percent
of ltotaI

Popnrlati-on

100.0

30.7

12.0

Fercent
of Iotal Ctrange1980 pcpulation 

@
L,406,024 1OO.O L27,3g4 I0.o

392,118 27.9 457 0.1
262,422 19.7 108,731 70.4

source: 
ffiH.frcnr 

capital lleeds and Prioritj-es for tlre city of Ne\rr._yoEk,

Table 35 shows the proportion of puerto Rj.cans in the total
Hispanic population for the two decennial censuses. That share
has declined by 5 percentage points between 19ZO and I9g0. This
follows the rogic of at least two well-estabrished migration
patterns evident among the Hispanic population in New york city
for the past several years. First, the puerto Rican popuration
exhibited both a substantiar return movement and a migration
out of New york city- secondly, the ,,other,, Hispanic groups
were increasing at almost geometric rates __ especially when
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illegal immigration is taken

roughly maintained its share

tion over the course of the

Queens increased its Puerto

83,000.

into account. While BrooklYn

of the total Puerto Rican PoPula-

d.ecade (at slightly under 300,000),

Rican population from 50,000 to

TABLE 35

PUffitO RICAI{S ^LS A PERCEM
NEW YORK CIIY A}ID BOROTJGIIS

1970

OF TCEAL HISPE}iIC POPUTAECN

- 1970 aNrD 1980

1980

860,552New York CiQr

Blrcokllm

O.reens

846,73LL 66.2

69.2

2L.6

6L.2

7r.3
3L.7

I ,"b,rlat d fi:crn a 5 percent sarple.

So:nce: Sane as for Table 34.

Virtually aII of the City's increase in Hispanic population

has been among non-Puerto Ricans. The latter registered a 30

percent increase, from 432,000 to 545,000. Brooklyn's share

declined by nearly 10 percent, to 961000 non-Puerto Rican His-

panics, while Queens gained 59r000 such Hispanics for a total

of 153,000, or an increase of 63 percent.

Final1y, the examination of the per Census tract data on

Hispanics also reveals the following broad relationships. When

the Hispanic representation in a census tract is in the lower

end of the scale (usuaIly under 25 percent of the total tract

population), the share of the Puerto Rican component in the

total Hispanic population declines in favor of "other Spanish".
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rn fact, in the significant majority of such cases throughout

the two boroughs under investigation, the "other Spanish,' cat-
egory then comes to exceed the Puerto Rj-can total for that
census tract. This relationship, however, tends to reverse

itself when the dominant group of the tract is Black. Then,

the majority of the Hispanic component of the tract is more

likely to be Puerto Rican than "other Spanish". The former

relationship is substantially more pronounced in eueens than in
Brooklyn. Furthermore, the share of cubans as a proportion of
total Hispanics is also higher in Queens than it is in Brooklyn.

While the real and imagined "explosi-on', in the Hispanic

component of the population of New York City has been the sub-

ject of much press speculation and attention by social scient-
ists, relatively little attention has been given to the Cityrs
fastest growing group: the Asian population. The Asian popula-

tion in New York city more than doubred in size from to5,9o0

in I97O to 231,50I in the latest decennial census. Most of
this increase of nearry 126r000 persons (119t) occurred again

in Queens where over 50 percent of all new Asians appear. This

statistic makes 0ueens the new center of the city's Asian pop-

ulation with 40 percent of the total- eueens thus replaces
Manhattan in this regard. The latter borough,s share dropped

from 47 percent in 1970 to 3r percent in r98o. Among the many

Asian-origin groups residing in New york city, the chinese made

the rargest gain with an 80 percent increase over the decade --
from nearly 70,000 in 1970 to nearly 125,000 in I9BO. Of
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interest. in this regard is the apparent saturatj-on of China-

town in lower tlanhattan, in spite of its continuing expansion

into the neighboring areas of Litt1e lta1y, Tribeca, and the

East anil West Village. In fact, in sp5.te of a nearly 131000

people increase of the Chinese population of l,tanhattan during

the decade, that boroughrs share of the total Chinese popula-

tion dropped from 57 percent to 42 percent.

According to the 1980 Census, Asians comprise 3"3 percent

of the population of New York Cityr up from 1"3 percent in
1970. Asiatics (especiatly Chinese, Filipinos, Koreans, Asian

Indians, and Vietnainese) are resident,ially most heavj.ly concen-

trated in only a dozen or so neighborhoods in Queens -- a1-

though represented in less concentrated form in about half of
that borough's neighborhoods. Figure 3 offers a schematic

representatj.on of that concentration. While only Elmhurst

registers at least 10 percent Asiatics for every census tract
of which it is comprised, Asiatics are making a substantial
presence in the Eastern and Southeastern part of Astoria-
Long Island City, the Southern half of Woodside, the Western

half of Jackson Heights, the Eastern half of Sunnyside, the

Southern half of Flushing, the Southwestern third of Murray

HiIl, the Western third of East FJ-ushing, the Western half of
Utopia, virtually the entire Hillcrest,, Jarnaica Hills and

Briarwood areasr BS well as the Northeastern fifth of Jamaica

and pockets in corona, Forest Hit,Is, Middle village, Kew Garden

Hills, and, Rego Park. Less substantj-al concentrations, but an
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equallv noticeable presence is made in areas adjacent to these

neighborhoods, as well as in parts of Bayside, Auburndale,

Fresh.Mead.ows, Kew Gardens, Queens Village, Clearview, Jamaica

Estates and Ozone Park.

An overview of the distribution of residents of Asi-atic

origin for Brooklyn can be gleaned from Figure 4. It is jrn-

med.iately obvious that in 1980 neither the density nor the

concentration of Asiatics in Brooklyn is as high as in Queens.

"Pockets" of high density (over 10 percent) Asiatic population

are spread throughout the map but they occupy only small parts

of these neighborhoods. The most visible such areas include

the Northwestern eighth of Fort Greene and adjacent pockets of

Downtown, some areas in the Western third of Flatbush and the

East-West corridor through Flatbush, l4idwood, Madison, Sheeps-

head Bay and Brighton Beach. The other "significant" concentra-

tion of Asiatics includes smal1 adjacent parts of the following
four neighborhoods: Sunset Park, Bay Ridge, Dyker Heights and

Boro Park.

The ethnic make-up of residents of Asian origin iin both

boroughs varies markedly and exhibits a high degree of self-
segregation. The domination of the Chinese among Asiatic
groups is no longer as pronounced as it used to be as Asian

Indians, Filipinos, Vietnamese, and especially Koreans are show-

ing new high 1evels of visibility. Furthermore, a closer ex-

amination of the 1980 Census d.ata also shows that certain
Asiatic groups have established a distinct and dominant presence

in specific areas. These data, however, need further disaggrea-
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tion in order to identify specific Asiatic groups beyond the

five largest ones already mentioned wri-th identifiable pockets

(often coterminous with a single and barely more than two

census tracts). Some such observatj-ons, however, are possible

to make at this point. For instance, the substantial Asiatic
presence in the Northwestern part of Flatbush is made up most-

Iy of Chinese- In fact, of those census tracts which report
at least a 5 percent Asiatic presence in that area (506, 508,

5L2, 518, 520, 524 and 526), Chinese comprise over 70 percent

of that total; Asian Indians are the second most important

Asiatic group in that area with 6 percent of the total; the

Vietnamese folrow the rndians with an almost identical repre-

sentatj-on. significantly, however, 95 percent of all vietnam-

ese in that area are found in census tract 508 at the North-

ernmost part of Flatbush where they comprise over 13 percent

of the total Asiatic population.

While the census data a1Iow for such vignettes with re-
gard to the few Asiatic groups which we have already identified,
they do not allow for the same kind of operation, either with
other Asiatics or with most Hispanics or other ethnic arroups.

Hence, the disaggregation arong ethnic rines must wait untir
the Census Bureau analyzes and releases this information. What

we can and do know at this point in time, however, is the re-
lative weight between Puerto Ricans and other Hispanics and the
share of "cubans" and "Mexicans" in the totar Hispanic category.
Figures 5 and 6 prot the concentration and density of total
Hispanics throughout the boroughs of Brooklyn and eueens.
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Figure 5 depicts the Hispanic concentration and distrj--
bution in Queens. rt is j-mmediately obvious that most Hispan-

ics in Queens are concentrated in the Northeastern sixth of the

borough with onry two neighborhoods Hunter's point and North

corona -- having Hispanic populati-ons in the majority (50 to

70t). A simirarly high representation is only found in very

few other pockets in the same part of the Borough, as welr as

through a swath of territory running through the middLe of

Queens from East to West. Specifically, the Southernmost decile
of Ridgewood, and a similarly sized area in the Northeastern

parts of Richmond Hilr and Jamaica, arso register majority
concentrations of Hispanicsr dS do the Southwestern decile of
sunnyside, those areas of Jackson Heights, corona, and Elmhurst

which abutt on North corona, and parts of Flushing. A caveat

is in order here, however. one must avoid making careless com-

parLsons by simply looking at the maps and comparing

Figures 3 and 5. Those Figures are not comparabre with regard

to Asiatic and Hispanic densities. rn order to identify a re-
rativery broad representation of Asj-atics, we had to rower the

cut-off points for density to 5 percent for the lightry dotted
areas and over 10 percent for the darker dotted areas. rn the
ratter case, very few of the census tracts reported density
higher than 15 percent of a tract,s totar popuration. with the
Hispanic popuration, the probrem of visuaL depiction was armost

reverse- cut-off points berow 25 percent wourd have literarly
covered most of the map and high impact areas, as well as areas

with substantial variations in concentration would have been
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visually lost. Hence, we opted for cut-off points of 25 to

49.9 percent for the lightly dotted areas, 50 to 69.9 percent

for the darker areas, and, for concentrations of over 70 per-

cent, a full darkly shaded area.

The map of Brooklyn (Figure 6) clearly shows that His-

panics appear in very substantial concentrations there, espec-

ially in the Northern half of the borough. In fact, with the

few exceptions of pockets of HJ-spani-cs in the Gravesend, West

Brighton, and Coney Island areas, nowhere else in the Southern

half of Brooklyn do Hispanics comprise more than 25 percent of

the population in any one census tract. It j-s equally obvious

from the map that certai-n areas are overwhelmingly Hispanic,

although it might be more appropriate to term them "overwhelm-

ingly Puerto Rican". Specifically, South Side, the Northern

half of Bushwick, the Eastern sixth of Southern Williamsburg,

the Northeastern decile of Bedford Stuyvesant and the North-

western guarter of Sunset Park all have Hispanic concentrations

which exceed 70 percent. Concentrations in the 50 to 69.9

percent range are widespread and include small parts of Green-

point and Greenpoint Industrial Area, the remaining part of

South Side, most of the remaining part of Bushwick, all of

Columbia Street and Broadway junction, and virtually all of

Highland Park. In addition, the Northwestern guadrant of

Cyprus HiI1s, the Northern half of East New York, the Western

harf of Ridgewood, severar parcels of Gowanus (comprising more

than half of the area), the Western and Northwestern half of

Sunset Park, and parts ot Southern WilIiamsburg, Red Hook,
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FIGURE 6

Dislribution ol Hispanic Origin population in Brooklyn
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Brooklyn Navy Yard, Park Slope, Brownsville and City Line all-

report Hispanic concentrations between 50 and 69.9 percent.

Lesser concentrations (25 to 49.9t) appear in essentially all

remaining parts of these neighborhoods.

We believe that the data presented here offer a broad, if

selective, overview of the Hispanic and Asian populations in

New York City and the boroughs of Brooklyn and Queens. In the

next section, w€ have attempted to offer more of a qualitative

overview and assessment of immigration into these two boroughs

by identifying and i-nterviewing a cross section of Ieaders from

many major ethnic communities. The issues which we explored

with them in wide-ranging open-ended interviews focused,on

their own experiences as well dsr in general, their informed

views about the overall imnrigration process, the labor market

insertion of new immigrants, and the living conditions of new-

comers of the same ethnic background as themselves. The inter-
view j-nstrument appears at the end of this report (see Appendix

1) and the views of the respondents have been summarized and

placed within the context of this project's priorities in the

next section of this report. The interviews took place in
November and December of 1981 and January of L982.
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SECTION IV: THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC ADJUSTUENT OP UEw Tuir,TICR;rTIrs

A. Introduction

In the course of interviewing leaders of ethnic communi-

ties in Queens and Brookryn, certain themes occurred. fre-
quentry enough to deserve comment. For instance, the housing

patterns of new immigrants are striking in their similarities
across ethnic groups. rn most cases, room and board for the

newcomer are provided by relatives or friends. rn fact, fam-

iIy networks seem to pray a cruciar role at a1r stages of the
migratj-on process: as communication networks "puIring,, other
household members to New York; as frequent lenders of the fund.s

necessary for the travel to the City; and as a private provider
of a variety of services to newcomers. These services range

from assistance with lodging, securing of employment, and sub-

sistence during periods of unemployment to generarly assisting
new immigrants to make the initial social and economic adjust-
ment to their new environment.

Furthermore, vre found that the length of immigrant stay
varies and is influenced by cultural factors and economic con-

ditions. The new immigrants tend to be apartment dwellers and

typically settre in ethnic enclaves. since ethnic neighbor-
hoods are often situated in the less affruent areas of the
city, shared socioeconomic status may rank equarly with ethnic
preference as a variabre in determining rocation of housing
for new immigrants.

Assi-stance agencies for new immigrants vary in size,
scope and number for different ethnic groups. The support
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network j-s well-rooted for immigrants of older, more estab-

lished groups such as the Puerto Ricans, Poles or Italians.

the new Caribbean and Hispanic mJ-grants are more dependent on

informal contacts to provide their orientation.

The extensive literature on immigrants suggest that

groups who view their immigration as permanent, tend to as-

similate more quickly than those who do not. Recent European

inflows have often been political migrations. As such, these

immigrants usually regard their immigration to the United

States as irrevocable and look toward "Americanization" as a

goal tb strive for. On the other hand, the Caribbean psyche

seems to rest in the homeland and they view their migration to

the United States as a temporary measure to ensure economic

security for the future. Of course, one cannot disregard race

as a factor and the influence which it may have in undercutting

the rate of Caribbean adjustment. It appears from our inter-

views that the prejudice confronting many Caribbean groups in

the United States may actually reinforce their desire to re-

turn home and may promote a spirit of non-involvement in U.S.

affairs.

The questions on unemployment yielded some interesting re-

su1ts. Iulost new immigrants, regardless of d9€, education and

social status, are initially un- or underemployed. Those with

limited English language skills seem to be particularly vuI-

nerable. It is noteworthy, however, that none of the respond-

ents reported large scale unemployment among new immigrant
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populations -- with the very significant excepti-on of the

Puerto Ricans. Even among the undocumented, the unemployment

rate was not seen as approaching national or local statistics
for the indigenous popuration, except perhaps for the Haitians.
rf indeed these perceptions are accurate, it probabry indic-

ates the relatj-ve availability of jobs in what some economists

refer to as the secondary labor market, and the will-ingness of
new immigrants to be employed in that market.

Furthermore, there was a concensus across immigrant read-

ers that decent housing is one of, if not the major probrem

confronting new immigrants in the New york area. The demand

for affordabre, acceptabre, and well-located housj-ng in New

York city appears to be unabated and aggregate borough data may

in fact be masking severe housing shortages in desirable neigh-
borhoods. These shortages are more keenly felt by new im-

migrants because of their limited economj-c resources. As a
result of these shortages, it is not uncommon for whole famil-
ies to be crowded into one room.

Before moving on to the main body of this section, it may

be usefur to highright two of the "immigrant" neighborhoods

which have been discussed in the text, arthough we may be

anticipating some of the major findings of this study as re-
ported in the concrusion. crown Heights in Brookryn is a

major center of caribbean immigration in the New york area. rn
twenty years the neighborhood has moved from being a middle-
class community of homeowners and apartment dwerrers, to its
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present position as an urban rcnewal area with one of the highest

crime rate in New York. Obviously, there were multiple fact-

ors which caused Crown Heights resj-dents to lose confidence

in their community and move elsewhere. Be that as it may,

however, what remains clear is that a less permanent population

replaced them. Evidence suggests that the best deterrent to

neighborhood deterioration is economic investment and community

cornmitment by its residents. These are not contributions that

a population-in-transit can make. The introduction of a tran-

sitory population can set in motion a cycle of deterioration

which gains its own momentum, fueled by reduced community ser-

vices, inferior schools, the loss of economic vitality and the

final straw: urban renewal status.

The present population of Crown Heights must be consider-

ed transitory by more than one measure. First, the neighbor-

hood has detcriorated to a point vfiere few are perrnanent residents, occept

out of necessity. The successful immigrants move on. In ad-

dition, the area's major population group is Caribbean which

often considers its residence in the United States as a tempor-

ary one. In the final analysis, except for the Hasidic pop-

ulation, Crown Heights is a neighborhood which nobody claims

as its own.

Greenpoint is another community which has sustained a

Iarge influx of new immigrants -- predominately poles. It had

been settled earLier in the century by Po1ish, Irish, German

and Slavic immigrants. As in the case of Brighton Beach and

the Soviet Jews, many of their children had moved on and the
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popuration'was growing ord. There was an increasing Hispanic

population within the community. yet, throughout the years,

Greenpoint has remained a stable, brue corrar community,

despite the evils of murtiple zoning and an encroaching urban

blight. Residents of Greenpoint have adjusted to the infusion
of new immigrants and use them to rejuvenate their community.

Hence, one can argue that Crown Heights and Greenpoint

are representative of several other communities in Brooklyn

and Queens though occupying two ends of the spectrum. rn-
depth studies of these and similar communities would be ex-

tremery useful in that they may provide some direction for
neighborhood restoration movements.
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B. The Caribbeans

The Caribbean populations in the Unj-ted States regard

themscl v<:s as separate and dist-inct- nationalitiee with dlf-

foring Iinguistic, cultural and physical characteristics.

This section will concentrate on the English speaking Carib-

beans from the British West Indian Islands (Jamaica, Barbados,

Trinidad, St. Lucia, etc.) and the French (and Creole) speak-

ing Caribbeans from the island of Haiti.

The large migration of Haitians to U.S. shores has been

a reaction to political repression,in their homeland, con-

joined with economic and population factors. Sjlce tlre early 1970s

the Haitians have been unsuccessfully seeking refugee status

in this c.ountry. Florence EIi, a Haitian working with the

Crown lleights Progress Council, seems to sununarize the em-

bitterment present in many Haitians: "The Haitians are the

first black people to ask for asylum and look how we were

treated. We were thrown in jail."

By aII measures, Haitian immigrants are the least suc-

cessful of all the Caribbean groups. The social corollaries
of the race issue, compounded by the language barrier, the

Iack of marketable skills and the "iIIegaI" status of many

Haitians, have m.d" them easily exploitable. Unemployment

and underemployment run high among them. Despite their im-

poverished condition, the Haitians are, according to Dr.

Lenore KeIIy, a hard working, upwardly mobile population.

"Haitians wiII live in,extreme poverty before they wiII go on

werfare", she noted. "The first generation wirl sacrifice
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everything in order to push their children forward.', Arbin
calderone, who is a citizen of st. Lucia and directs the
crown Heights progress council, concurs with Dr. Kelly. The

Haitians and west rndians, he exprained, have been raised in
highly structured societies which view the ',protestant Ethic,'
aa a model for success. As a result, they are very indus-
trious.

west rndian migration to the united states has been pri-
marily a response to economic and demographic pressures in
the isrands. Locating emproyment in New york appears to be

relativety easy for the English-speaking caribbeans. They

find work as domestics, secretaries, nurses, bank terlers,
middle-management office workers and the 1ike.

Based on the tone of the interviews and the employment
specifj-cs given, women seem to comprise a majority of
the west rndian migration, and the population, in generar, is
fairly young. Judging from the types of concerns expressed,
it appears that the rate of famiry migration i-s lower for
west rndians than for many other groups. corlege age west
rndians often migrate to the united States in hopes of further-
ing their education. rn Trinidad, for instance, there is but
one university, remarked Trinidadian pauline Donohue. rt is
very competitive and enormously expensive. The united states
offers young people an alternative-

Arr respondents confirmed that there is a si_zeable nurnber

"ir1egals" among the west rndian population. The pattern
crear- According to paurine Donohue, the west rndian ar-

of

is
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rives in the U.S. with valid tourist documents. If the i_n-

dividual locates a job, he will invariably stay on after the

visa expires. Among the caribbean community the undocument-

cd arc often dlscernible by thr: fact that they donrt return
to thc islands for vacations or holidays.

Return migration does not appear to be significant for
any Caribbean group other than the Puerto Ricans. This is
particurarry interesting in right of the widespread desire

anong the caribbeans to return permanently to their homeland

and the view of their stay in this country as strictly tem-

porary.

The "myth of the return" goes far in explaining their
disinterest about poriticar and economic concerns in the

united States. Typically, west rndians and Haitj.ans are much

better. informed about affairs in their country of origin than

about u.s. matters. This attitude of non-invorvement has

hampered their attempts to organize on thej.r own behalf. Re-

markabry, even "established" caribbeans who are aware of the

need of a strong coalition, often deray becoming citizens.
The reluctance of the caribbeans to organize has been

detrimentar to them poritically and has discouraged the form-

ation of setf-help organizations for new immigrants. There

are few established formal networks to aid the newcomer. when

questioned about this, respondents explained that many im-

migrants do it on their own and others have reratives or
friends who herp them out. rt's a1l done on an informar basis.
rnterestingry, the first priority j-n ristj-ng the needs of new
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immigrants often is the estabrishment of an organization to
introduce the newcomer to the American system and assist him/
her in adjusting to the new environment. rt shourd be noted
that the llaitians appear to have been more successfur in thls
regard then the west rndians in part because Haitians perceive
themselves as political exiles whose return home is questionable.

social rerationships among caribbeans appear to be rather
welr defined- They are not related to geographicar rocation
in the home country nor mutual membership in ethnic organiza-
tions here- rnstead, the common bond appears to be shared
social crass in the country of origin. Furthermore, the var-
ious isrands themselves tend to be stratified and the pecking
order shapes inter-isrand relationships. The rack of coopera_
tion and even open hostility among some Caribbean groups are
rootdd in this caste-Iike system.

The housing patterns of newly arrived caribbeans are sim_
irar to those of other new immigrant groups. Newcomers tend
to move in with relatives and friends until housing and em-

proyment are found. The extended family is an important in-
stitution for the caribbeans. paurine Donohue exprained that
the extended family comes to mean anyone you know welr. rt is
not unconunon for Trinidadians to move in with friends or re_
latives for six months to a year.

For many Cari.bbeans, their first apartment is frequentry
in the Crown Heights section of Brooklyn. They move into the
north end, an area in which the housing stock is extremely de-
teriorated- Arthough the heavy concentrations of caribbeans
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in Crown Heights may be partly attributed to ethnic prefer-

ence, shared socioeconomic position is at least as signifi-

cant a factor in drawing them to this area.

As they become established, suggests Dr. KeIIy, they

move southward into Brooklyn. The most successful eventually

move on to Queens or Nassau. Hence, Crown Heights is merely

the first stop in their transition to New York.

Racial tensions run high in Crown Heights in part be-

cause of the conflict between the Hasidic and the Hispanic and

Black populations living there. Hasidism is a religious move-

ment in Judaism which prescribes a pattern of communal life

and a particular social outlook which precludes its followers

from interacting in a meaningful way with the secular society.

The Hasidim have established a cultural island in the southern

part of Crown Heights (Board 9), which is expanding and dis-
places the area's Black and Hispanic populations. HispanS-cs

interviewed described a pattern in which a building is pur-

chased by a Hassid and is then left to deteriorate until
abandoned or condemned. At that juncture, the structure is
rebuilt and filled with members of the Hasidic communi-ty.

According tb Fr. Robert Trabold of St. Ignatius Parish

in Crown Heights, the Hasidim are politically powerful with a

solid voting block of nine thousand people. Because of their
poricy of isorationism and their political strength, the Has-

idim prefer to by-pass community action groups and dear direct-
ly with City HaII. The move to divide crown Heights into two

separate boards (8 & 9), reaving the Hasidic readers in control
of Board 9, is offered as testimony to their political crout.
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C. The Puerto Ricans

As has arready been discussed, the puerto Ricans occupy

a unique position among immigrants in New york. with a mean

income which is consj.derabry rower than that of the Black

population of the city and with a position with regard to
housing and other services which places them in competition

both with the Brack and other l.Ihite popurations, the condi-

tion of Puerto Ricans cannot be said to be substantiarly
better today than iL was ten or fifteen years ago. rn fact,
recent studies and our own intervi-ews profile a group which,

a generation after it first came to the mainland, stirr faces

a persistent challenge: poverty. As a result, one is crrrperled to

concur in most regards with the L976 findings of the u.s. com-

mission on civil Rights which found the puerto Ricans stilr
facing an "uncertain future", a future which is ,,stilI to be

determined". The commission found a pervasive environment of
private and public acts of discrj-mination and officiar insen-
sitivity which has herped maintain the posj-tion of puerto

Ricans as a "severely disadvantaged minority group".

our Puerto Rican respondents seemed to echo many of the
key findings of the commission's report. They paint the
picture of a community feeling physicarly threatened by de-
veropers and gentrifiers who eye their communities for thej_r
ease of access and often sound physicat characteristics;
they feel abandoned by a politicar system which has been de-
cidedly unresponsive to puerto Rican needs; they point to an
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avalanche of sanctioned public and private dj.scrimination;

they recognize the need but fait to be successful in moving

the Iarger community to become better organized and more

politically active, perhaPs even to the level of a pan-

Hispanic, rather than simply a Puerto Rican movement; they

admire and resent those who Succeed, esPecially if they are

members of other Hispanic arouPs; they are drawn between a

more solid commitment to the system, with all the responsib-

ilities which that entails, and a militant withdrawal nurtured

by a particularly pronounced attachment to their homeland and

to the idea of temporariness and return migration and a Power-

ful feeling of betrayal by the "system"l and they are remark-

ably well aware of the problems which their community faces

ranging from housing and unemploymenQ to drugs, gangs, and

education; finally, they exhibit an enormous attach-

ment to the institution of the family, to the need for the

preservation of their cultural and linguistic heritag€, and

to an abiding belief in the key role which the church can

play in assisting them with these problems. The role of the

priest as a "peoples' priest" who will champion his parish-

ioners against developers and other encroachers, and who wilI

take a leadership rote in preserving the family and the com-

munity in general, appears to be particularly pronounced.

The family and the community are thus viewed as the principal

social and economic support systems on which the survival and

advancement of the Puerto Rican seem to be premised.

It became particularly clear from our interviews that
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many Puerto Ricans have developed a pronounced siege mentality.

Fears of displacement and the need to arrest and reverse the

physica] deterioration of their communities seem to be para-

mount. To combat these problems, they see a need for grass

roots organizers, managers, and real estate lawyers. Frank

Negron, the head of a neighborhood organization called Accion

Latina in williamsburg, recognized a number of problems with

his community, not the least of which is the alienation-

caused militancy of second generation Puerto Rican youths. He

shares with virtually every other Puerto Rican leader we inter-

viewed an enormous confidence in the power of education to im-

provc the lot of his group. He shares with J. ortiz, the

Director of the Los Sures Community Management Program in

Southside, a vision of nurturing a community consciousness

through organization and political action. The principals of

the Centro de Estudios Puertoriquenos of the CUNY system, and

the sole Hispanic member of the Board of Education, Miguel

Martinez, on the one hand, and grass roots organizers in a

varicty of communities, on the other, share these beliefs.

Where the former part company with the grass roots store-

front groups, however, is in the degree to which government

policies and institutions are to be blamed for the poor con-

dition of the Puerto Ricans and the degree and number of con-

spiracies for which this amorphous entity, "the system" is heLd

responsj-ble. They unite again, however, when they describe the

complacency and dependency which they see as prevalent among
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many Puerto Ricans. They all

disintegration of the family

which thcy see as indirectly

also show a concern

and thc Anglo social

responsible for this

about the

policies

situation.
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D. The Italians

The Italian populatj-on of both Brooklyn and eueens is
stirl reratively high. They reside in the neighborhoods of
Bensonhurst, Bay Ridge, Gravesend, Ridgewood, south wilriams-
burgh, carol Gardens, Midwood, Ivlapleton, Dyker Heights, and

canarsie in Brooklyn, and Astoria, Middle village, Auburn-

dare, woodhaven, Richmond Hil1, Lindenwood, and, ozone park

in Queens.

The overwherming sentiment among those leaders of the
rtalian community who were interviewed for this study was con-
cern over the demographi-c changes of the past ten years. There
is a feeling that rtarians as a group are now considerabty ord-
er than ten years ago, particularly due to outmigration and a
pronounced decrease in the number of new rtalian immigrants.
The latter phenomenon is attributed to the improved economic

conditions in rta1y, as welr as the decreasing attractiveness
of migrating to Brooklyn or eueens.

As Camillo pileggi, the president of the Calabrj.a_Roma

Club of Brooklyn, and a resident of Brooklyn for 53 years, put
it: "Those that are coming now are better educated usuarry
trades or professional types engineers, skirred raborers,
and like that They come because they have definite jobs
available for them They arso come with their famiries now

rt's not so much rike when r came in L92g we had to
work for years in those days to afford sending for our re-
latives. "
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Mario DiSanto, the President of the Federation of

Italian-American Organizations, echoed similar sentiments.

llo also conflrmed what the research team had heard from vir-
tually every source it interviewed: "Italians stilI generally

first Ij-ve with relatj-ves The difference is that now they

are ready to be on their own in only a few weeks, as compared

to months, or years (in some cases) of a generation or two ago. "

The family and extended family is sti1l the foundation of

the Italian community. Italians usually continue to retain

their village and home town identity, but for shorter periods

of tirne than in the past. While the many social and religious
clubs of Brooklyn and Queens are still based on Italian village
and provincial j-dentities, Italians from different cornrnunities

interact more frequently now than a generation ago. Although

organization memberships are marginally down, the leaders of

these clubs are more concerned with the changed age character-

istics of their members. There seems to be a greater percent-

age of senior citizens and recent immigrants among the member-

ship now. Middle-aged second and third generation Italian-
Americans have left the nej-ghborhoods and their social groups

for Long Island and New Jersey.

l'lany of those Italians who still live in Brooklyn and

Queens live in "family housing". There is a strong tendency

either to'own their own residence, or rent from relatives and

friends. rn many casesr the dwellJ-ng has been in the famiry
for generations. Elderly parents retained the family resid,ence,
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while their children moved out of the community. The vacant
apartment in the house is usuarry rented to recent immigrants
sponsored by the extended famiry. rtalians generarly do not
advertise for tenants. when property becomes availabre,
it is usuarly purchased by a relative or felrow rtarian im-
migrant long before it would come on the market.

one of the reasons given for the better economic condi-
tions of existing and immigrant rtalian families is the in-
creased 1evel of education in both rtaly and the rtalian-
American community. Recent rtarian-American immigrants are
literate in their own language if they do not already know
English. Thei.r adjustment to an American rifestyre is quick-
er and less traumatic.

rtarians also seem to experience ress anti-rtarian
sentiments in soci-ety today as a whole. As a resurt, they
can advance economically and sociarly more rapidry today than
in past generations.

The greatest problems identified by the leaders of the
Brooklyn/Queens Italj-an communities are: 1) getting a fair
share of public funds; 2) retaining communities as ftalian
enclaves; and 3),keepingi:neighborhoods safe -- especialry for
the elderly.
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E. The Poles

PoIitical repression and economic decline in Poland have

forced increasing numbers of its citizens into exile. Many

of t-hem have sought refuge in the United States. Poles settl-
ing in the New York area often gravitate to Greenpoint,

Brooklyn. Father Joseph Szpiliski, Pastor of St. Stanislaus

Church, estJ:nates that 708 of Greenpoint's population is
Po1ish and a significant proportion of those are new im-

migrants. He points to the registration of 3,000 new parish-

ioners in the past three years as an indication of the size of

the new Polish immigration to Greenpoint. St. Stanislaus now

offers five masses in Polich and only one weekday mass in
Engl ish.

A profile of the new Polish immigrants reveals an educa-

ted, hard-working, upwardly mobile population, which already

possesses many of the skills necessary for achieving social

and economic advancement in this country. The Polish often

regard their immigration to the United States as permanent

and strive to acquire English language proficiency and cj-tizen-
ship. As an added benefit, the newcomers can rely on a number

of availabre support systems for aid. Family and friends who

are already settled serve as the major such resource. The

catholic church has always played a prominent role in the poI-

ish community and offers many services to the new immigrants.

In addition to these stabilizing influences, new Poles can turn
to a number of Polish organizations and assistance agencies for
herp. unfortunatery, the dimensions of this new immigration

are severely taxing ali these resources.
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Predictably, the Ianguage barrier has been a major ob-

stacle for new Poles. It has resulted in widespread down-

ward occupational mobility for many of them. Although newly

arriving Poles are often underemployed, very few are without
jobs, according to Margaret Lukach of the Greenpoint Catholic

Migration office. As one would expect, the many undocumented

Po1es tend to be much more vulnerable in labor market terms.

Citizens of Greenpoint usually view the influx of new

Poles to the area as a stabilizing force. The shortage of
decent housing, however, j.s likery to force many new immigrants

to seek sherter ersewhere as soon as the move is financiarly
feasible. There are just no vacancies, explained Margaret

Lukach. "Rooming houses" are interspersed throughout the

community where beds are arranged dormitory style and rented

out- Landrords, she craimed, are reaping big profits in this
manner. rnterestingry, these "landIords" are usuarly other
Pores who are owner-occupants of two or three famiry houses.

The non-Polish population in Greenpoint, according to
Father szpilski, is comprised principarly of rrish, Germans

and Slavs. ltargaret Lukach has observed an increasing number

of Hispanics in the community. Her observation point is the
store-front catholic !,ligratJ-on office in downtown Greenpoint.
She estimates that 20 percent of her crientele are Hispanics
and other caribbeans. she has also noticed a smalr number of
orientars moving in. Their presence is particurarly fert in
the business communj.ty. Quite a few Greenpoint businesses have

been purchased by Vietnamese and chinese residents.
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F. The Chinese

AIan Cohen, the Director of the Chinatown Planning Com-

mission, sees Chinatown as the continuing epicenter of Chinese

soci&I, cultural, and economic lifc. Deficlency ln Engllsh

poses no problem within the boundaries of this community.

Chinatown is a labor-intensive neighborhood. Employment can

be easily found, although it is strictly minimum wage or piece

work subject to seasonal fluctuations. Typically, the women

work for the garment industry and the men are employed in food

related services.

!!any of the more recent i:nmigrants have settled in areas

in Queens where many miniature "Chinatowns" have been appearing.

Many of the newer Chinese inrnigrants seem to have Iower English

Ianguage and labor market skills and their children seem to do

Iess well in schools. Mr. Cohen observed that there seems to

be an expectation among the recent arrivals that the govern-

ment will take care of them.

Family sponsorship is the means by which most new Chinese

gain entry into the United States. The newcomers are usually

housed with a relative until housing is located. In days past

the new immigrants would reside in Chinatown for a period of

tj.me before moving out to other areas. l'1r. Cohen regrets that
the housing crunch in Chinatown now precludes that interim
move and new immigrants must go directly to other communities

such as Jackson Heights, Frushing, Elmhurst and Fratbush. rn

view of the economic sigrrificance of Chinatown for Chinese im-

migrants, a significant proportion of the workforce in China-

town commutes from the other boroughs.
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The Koreans

The pattern of Korean immigration to the united states
is more remarkabre in its similarities to other groups than

in its differences. The Korean immigrant j_s sponsored by a

relative or friend who then assists him upon his arrival here.
After a short stay, separate quarters are located. The

Korean families tend to squeeze into smalr apartments, rather
than doubring up with another famiry in a rarger unit, and

buy their own homes at remarkabty high rates.
The Koreans share many of the problems of language, hous-

ing, emproyment and adjustment that are keenly felt by most

immigrants. Reverend paul Kim, pastor of the united Methodist
church of Frushing, reported that a high percentage of the new

Koreans are werl-educated but the Engrish ranguage deficiency
makes it difficult for them to find work in their professions
immediatety. l"Iany choose to start a smarl business such as a

vegetable or grocery store, and they have formed associations
around their business interests in order to assist each other.

Although the Koreans are scattered throughout New york,
their largest concentration are in Brooklyn and eueens. Alumni
associations and business organizations draw them together,
said Reverend Kim, but there is no particurar center of Korean
cultural activity.

Young Ho Kim, Secretary General of the Korean Association
of New York, echoed many of the sentiments of Reverend Kim from
the organization's large suit,e on park Avenue. An American
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educated U.S. permanent resident, Mr. Kim seemed to be re-
markably adept at providing "hard" data for most questions we

asked. His estimates for the Korean popuration in New york

city vastry exceed those of the government. Both Frushing

and the Jackson Heights/Ermhurst areas are reported to have

Korean concentrations upward of 30,000 each. His detaired
data reinforce the popular view of Koreans as smarr business-

men. He has identified over 5,000 Korean owned businesses in
the City, Ir000 of which are in dry cleaning, B0O each in
fruit and vegetables and independent professional activities,
?00 in garments, 4OO in taxis , 2OO in food and 200 in fish
whoreserring. The high educationar revels of Koreans are at-
tested by the 2r000 Korean Medical Doctors who practice in
New York.

The majority of Koreans live j-n eueens, while more than

one-third of arr Koreans in the u.s. are located in New york

city. I"1r. KiJn's data draw a picture of a vital group which

seeks and obtains u.s. citizenship as soon as one becomes

eligibre. This is a means of enabring them to have their re-
latives join them. There is a backrog of over go,ooo Koreans

waiting to migrate to the u.s. and the onry reasonabre means

for their entry is under those categories in the rnunigration
and Nationarity Act which are outside of the 20r000 annuar per
country limit.- The desire to emigrate and bring their famiry
along is so strong that Koreans become u.s. citizens in spite
of the Korean legar requirement that they forfeit their pro-
perty rights in Korea'when doing so.
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FinalIy, l'1r. Kim's data portray a driven population.

over 50 percent of New York's Korcansr w@ are tord, holcl

colrege degrees and over harf of alr Koreans here work at
least ten hours per day. Mr. Kim predicts the doubling of
the Korean popuration in New York city by 1990. This will be

accomprished by internar migration to New york, natural in-
crease, and continuing high revels of new Korean migration.

He paints the picture of a highly segrregated, ambitious, re-
rigious (over 858 of New york city's Koreans are practi-ci-ng

Presbyterj-ans), educated group which shares a dream of estab-

liehing a Korean community, a "Koreatown,, of sorts, in the

city- The high levers of annuar famiry income, with a mode

of $25,000 (for 628 of the Korean famili.es in New york), in-
dicates that Koreans may werl be on their way to meeting these

goa1s.
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H. The Soviet Jews

Brighton Beach, a community adjoining Coney Island in

southern Brooklyn, has been rejuvenated by an inflow of Soviet

Jews. Hyman Cohen, President of the Oceanfront Development

Corporation of Brighton Beach, considers the near 13r000

Soviet immigrants to be the salvation of the area. A signi-

ficant number of elderly Jews who had migrated from the same

region in Russia fifty to seventy years ago are still resid-

ing in Brighton Beach, although their children grew up and

moved out. This outmigration led to the abandoning of many

buildings and the progressive deterioration of the housing

stock. Now, accordj.ng to llartin Snyder, Project Director for

Oceanfront, the void is being filled by the new immigrants and

there are very few vacancies. The neighborhood Seems to be

going up.

Jewish immigrants to the United States are ably assisted

by a network of self-help and service organizations which are

extremely effective. The New York Association for New Ameri-

cans (NYANA) is one of the leading organizations in this re-

gard. Proruisions for the new immigrant are usually made well

in advance of his arrival. "Project Arrive" is one of the or-

ganizations actively involved in this work.

In t"lr. Cohen's view, employment has not been a major pro-

blem for the newcomers: "they know how to get and keep jobs. "

For those working in Brighton Beach, English skiIls are not a

prerequisite to obtaining employment. The neighborhood is pre-

dominantly Jewish, aria yiaaisn is a shared tongue. Some of the
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new immigrants have already joined the business community.

In fact, according to l,lartin Snyder, some forty stores along

Brighton Beach Avenue are now owned by Russian immigrants.

This represents 20 percent of the total number of businesses

there.

Both Mr. cohen and Mr. snyder have found that one major

difficulty in dealing with the new Soviet Jews involves their

reluctance to trust others. This is manifested in many ways.

Despite the fact that they own businesses in Brighton Beach,

they are afraid to attend trade meetings, according to !tr.

Snyder. He then proceeded to relate how first one feIlow calne

and a few meetings later two more attended. They have pro-

mised twelve for the next meeting. "Our corporation has hired

an interpreter in hopes of bridging this 9aPr " said Mr. Cohen.

Rabbi Jacob Lonner, however, Assistant Director of the

Southern Brooklyn Community Organization, had quite a differ-

ent perception of the new immigrants. They are "unfamiliar

vrith our work ethicr" he said. fn our system you have to

"hustle and be competitive. In the Soviet system there is no

st jmulus to excel. They have to learr. very basic princi-pIes

such as arriving to the job on time, and working in an or-

ganized fashion. As a result there is a lot of grumbling

among them. But they learn quickly. "
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I. The Greeks

The Greek community is undergoing changes similar to

Lhose reported by our Italian respondents. Heavily concen-

trated in the Queens neighborhoods of Astorj-a, Jackson

IIeights, Corona, Whitestone, and Washington Heights, and

Brooklyn's Bay Ridge area, the Greeks seem to be a prosper-

ing established ethnic group. A well-developed system of
formal and informar networks seems well-poised to address the

social, employment, and housing needs of both old and newer

immigrants.

Recent Greek immigration rates have been substantialry
slower than virtually any other time in the past and, to-
gether with high rates of return migration, they make for a

rather stable community with most movement occurring at the

fringes. The housing stock of the Greek community seems to
be of high quarity, and the demand for new housing is met by

the steady migration of Greeks outside of the city -- a route
of upward economic mobirity taken by virtually arr of the

older estabrished groups. Greek homeowners associations are

extremery active and significant deterioration of housing

stock is visibre onry around the fringes of the commercial

areas and in areas adjacent to Housing projects.

Greeks benefit from a highly institutionarized support
system at the top of which one finds the Helrenic-American
Neighborhood Action Committee (HAI{AC}. John Kaiteras, HANAC,s

Executive Director, oversees an organization that tends to
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virtually arr economic and sociocultural needs of the com-

munity. He identified two serious probrems for us. The

first one invorves a tightening of the housing market ae

"Amcricans" are "discovering" the Greek neighborhoods with
their ease of access, reasonabre rents and housing values,
cleanliness and safety. The other is a more structurar pro-
brem and invorves a pronounced and increasingry visibre
"schism" between recent immigrants and the "Greek-Americans".
Dr. Theone spiropouros, a first-generation immigrant her-
self and the Director of the Greek Educationar Association
in Astoria, identified a variety of curturar and social rea-
sons for this division. Many of these are the result of
the more tentative commitment to the destination place which
new Greek immigrants exhibit and the many curturar and custom

differences between the "Greek-Americans" and the more pro-
gressive new immigrants.



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMI,IENDATIONS

Arthough accurate enumeration on the "new" immigrants is
boyond the scientificarly varid craims which this report can

make, a general profile of the major ethnic groups found in
Brookryn and Queens is possible and has been drawn. This pro-

file has shown Queens as the borough which experienced quite
pronounced demographic changes, dS welr as rather dramatic

changes in its race and ethnic composition. Brooklyn, on the

other hand, seems to have been remarkabry stabre in most varia-
bles considered. with regard to "new,, immigrants, both boroughs

experienced considerabre dynamism with immigrants from the
caribbean Ii-ttorar being at the reading edge of this trend.

Although a detailed examination of the etiotogy of these
frows is beyond the scope of this report, a brief reiteration of
some of the key causes might be a worthwhile endeavor in provid-
ing a contextual explanation of the frows. More importantry, how-

ever, such an explanation might be abre to assist one in anti-
cipating and preparing for a future in which demands for essen-
tial services, amongl which housing prays a reading rore, is rike-
Iy to remain high. such continui-ng demand wilr resurt princi-
pally from the increasing size of the immigrant presence from the
two global regions where pressures for emigration are most severe
whire established pathways to the united states in general, and
to the New York metropolitan area in particular, provide a system
of family and ethnic networks which freguentry responds to its
own forces, rather than to the economic and sociar forces of the
"host" society.
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l.Ihen one considers the intermittent nature of economic

growth in Asia and Latin America; the dependent position of

these regions vis a vis a hierarchically organized global econ-

omy which distributes rewards and disadvantaqes unevenly; the

increasing social and political polarization in many such source

countries and the perceived rore of the united states in this
polarization; and the usually overloaded and intermittent com-

munication channels available to immigrants, one is justified in
cxpecting no significant amelioration of migration pressures.

when adding the structurar probrems of the emproyment market in
the United States, one reaches the inescapable conclusion that
immigration to the united states wirl continue at high rates
throughout this decade and probably beyond.

Perhaps paradoxically, the u.s. rabor market arrows for the

coexistence of high native unemployment rates with no substan-

tial dampening in the demand for migrant labor. The latter is
particularly appealing for its low skj-I1s and social awareness,

its satisfaction with low wages and the ease with which it can

be shed when demand slackens. Furthermore, one must arso take

into account such immigration accelerators as selective enforce-
ment or even non-enforcement of, and non-compliance with the

immigration laws; the existence and viability of extensive fam-

iry and sociar networks; and the creation of a sociar and econ-
omic infrastructure whose principal function j-s to service the
needs of these immigrant communities. Alr these factors point
to a picture of an immigration situation which is self-feeding
and is onry marginally amenabre to political intervention.
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Before proceeding with the discussion of specific recom_

mendations, it is necessary to address briefry the question
whether the newer immigrants (regardless of immigration status)
are rikery to remain in New york permanentry or they intend to
return to thei.r countries when conditions there improve appre-
ciabry. Most immigrants have traditi-onarry viewed their stay
in the place of destination in terms of a sojourn, a temporary,
finite experience which is expected to arrow them to accomplish
certain rather distinct objectives. These objectives often in_
crude the repayment of debts, the purchase of Iand, the con-
struction of a house, the purchase of agricurtural or transport
eguipment, and the establishment of small businesses. rt is ob-
vious that all these objectives relate to one,s homeland and that
"return" is a dominant motivating myth for most new immigrants
with the possible exception of those whose situation is that of
a political refugee, i.€., those who free for fear of persecu-
tion.

The imprications of this rearity for the immigrant,s ad_
justment and for poricv are very significant. with regard to
the former, it must be obvious that by retaining their home
sociar identity and continuing to remain rooted in the socj-ar
structure of their point of origin, immigrants view and treat
work and life abroad in rargely instrumental terms, in a social
vacuum of sorts, with diminished regard for the sociar component
of their existence (piore , LgTg) . Hence, work abroad often be_
comes a temporary adjunct to their primary roles, and migrants



are hence willing to work for wages and under conditions wlrich

are often unacceptable to indigenous workers. As a resultr r€-
cent immigrants often do become workers of preference for a var-

iety of employers.

Of course, the social marginality which is the result of

the expectation of temporariness often coincj-des substantially
with the "host" country's labor market requirements. Swiss dram-

atist Max Frish perhaps expressed most appropriately the many

dilemmas which immigration poses for receiving societies. writ-
ing in L967, he pointed out that these probrems derive rargely
from the fact that these societies "asked for workers but peopre

came instead" ("Man fragte nach Arbeitskraeften und es kamen

l'lenschen" ) .

rrrespective of the degree to which migrants are truly one-

dimensionar economic beings, this homo economicus j-dentity has

severar implications for poricy. As rong as the social iden-

tities of migrants are anchored in their home community, they

indeed fit the image of the conjuncturar and convenient target
workers often preferred by marginal and traditional industries.
once they begin to develop roots in the community of destination,
and become gradually better aware of the sooial component of their
jobs, that is, once they begin to form an ethnic community and

conscience and make more contacts with the host community, a grad-
ual shift in their job and social asp5-rations occurs and many are
likely to begin to avoid the jobs for which they were,,recruited,,.
Even if they continue in such jobs for the short-to-medium term,
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in the longer term and, certainry the next generation of im-

migrants wil-r abandon this sector perhaps even to the point
of remaining unemployed. This has certainry become abundantly
obvious in our interviews with second generation puerto Ricans.
At this point, these "migrants", regardress of their immigra-

tion status and the strength with which they subscribe to the

"return" idea, have become de facto permanent additions to the
native labor force and, as such, begin to compete with natives
for better secondary segment jobs and, eventuarry, for jobs in
the primary labor market (see Grant, 1982). While this transit_
ion takes prace, however, the need for row skirled and frexible
Iabor by marginal firms does not abate and additional numbers

of foreign workers become engaged. r'n the process, entire cate-
gories of jobs or types of industries become rabelred ,'foreign

worker jobs", thus addi-ng to their arready row appeal; wages fail
to keep up with rising riving costs because of the dampening ef-
fect of an adequate rabor supply; working conditions undergo
onry marginar improvementi and finalry, one begins to observe the
coexistence of high revers of unemproyment among indigenous mar-
ginal groups with a constantry increasing demand for foreign
workers.

Lest this process of community deveropment and shifting of
aspirations even by undocumented or explicitly ,,temporary,, for_
eign workers be understood as lengthy enough so as not to warrant
immediate policy attention, it must be emphasized that the form-
ing of the begi.nninqs of an ethnic encrave is a rerativery rapid
cumurative process which coincides with evldence of the first
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substantial residual st.ock of an ethnic group. Perhaps a look

at how this cycle evolved with the explicitly temporarv foreign

workers in Europe best demonstrates thi-s process. Initially,

one observes a variety of seemingly unrelated actions: sone em-

ployers become wary of the uncertaintj-es and costs of rotating

foreign workers and encourage the good workers to remain; aI-

though most European countries officially discouraged it at

first, a service economy develops, geared toward the special

noeds (dietetic, entertainment, etc.) of particular national-

ities; as cultural barriers falt, intermarriage with members of

the host communities increasesi finally, and within a short per-

iod of time, receivers bow to internal and international pres-

sure and allow family reunification. But even during the most

embryonic stages of community formation the seeds of the trans-

formation of foreign workers along the tempor:arylpermanent axis

-- with all its implications for employment in the secondary

Iabor market segment -- have been sowzl.

we chose the European example because it i.s often viewed as

the model for explicitly temporary foreign worker programs" In

fact, an argument can be made that EuroPean guestworkers are

somewhat similar to U.S. undocumented workers when placed along

the permanenceltemporariness axis. If the picture painted so far

is then even partially correct, the role which the Church can

play in facilitating the process of accomrnodation of new ethnic

groups to their adopted environment is crucial. Housing is only

one area in which the Church can take important and useful init-

iatives. The truly antecedent question is how best to expend
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Iimited resources at a time when government is pulling back

sharply while the need is becoming increasingly pronounced.

rn this crimate of scarcity it is necessary for private

sector institutions to look for ways to maximize the impact of
limited resources through judicious strategic pranning. rt
seems to us that the church has a special responsibility to the

disadvantaged. rmmigrants are often among the most disadvan-

taged groups as they rack both politicar resources and even

rudimentary knowledge on how to go about j-n order to infruence
their environment. rt is in this regard, then, that the church

can fill an essential role as a mediator and facili-tator in the
gradual process of socj"al and economj-c adjustment of immigrants.

rn this regard, the church must work together with other

social institutions to best assist those in need without ai_m-

ressry diffusing its resources. we feel that there are two ef-
ficicnt and responsible ways in which this can be done. First,
the Church shourd purposely avoid making distinctions among

people based on immigration status, ethnicity, or any other
factor. It should instead invest substantial effort in the com-

munity in which it once was, j-t often stirl is, and it shourd

always strive to be the epicenter. By establishing and maintain-
ing a key role in exi-sting communities, the church can indeed
meet the second. challenge of offering a vast array of needed

services to new immigrants. While no one can anticipate natural
disasters and other extraordinary events which may result in
isorated, if substantiar, pressures for immigratj-on, many other
inunigration and refugee frows can, should, and are indeed grad-
ually becoming quite predictable.
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Por instance, it takes few insights to correctry antici-
pate the continued attraction of New York as the destination of
preference for increasing numbers of Hispanics from Central
America, the caribbean rslands, and south Amerj-ca. Neither i.s

there any reason to expect Asian immigration to ease. There

are simpry too many complex structuraL forces which are vj-r-
tually impervious to poricy initiatives both for the short and

medium term. What we are saying here is that the most effective
way to prepare for these "new" immigrants is by actively assist-
ing those immigrants already here. The rationare for such a

strategy involves the efficient allocation of limited resources

on the expectation that the faster and the more successful the

social and economic adjustment of these immigrants is, the better
able they wirr be, as individuars and as an ethnic community, to
assj.st in a leadership capacity with the adjustment of newcomers.

The examples of the Porish community in Greenpoint and the

Soviet Jewish community in Brighton Beach demonstrate the point.
This recommendation results from the conviction that in an

era of severe and persisting economic d,ownturn in the inter-
national economy, more, rather than 1ess, immigration can be ex-
pected as more and more people see comingr to the United States
as one of onry few strategies of survival open to them. Flence,

armost regardress of the obstacres, immigration will continue
and even gain momentum. Receiving communities, at the same time,
are increasingly Iess able to assist newcomers. It thus becomes

necessary to develop a formula which barances the needs of a

community's indigenous disadvantaged with those of new immigrants.
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This formula must by necessity include a marriage between a

shrinking public sector and a private sector which witnesses the

domand for assistance far outstripping its capacity to offer such

assj-stance. New York city is approaching a point where the em-

phasis wirr be increasingly in providing only the most basic in-
frastructurar and sociar services and those in a truncated
form. rt is here that the private sector must make its most pro-
nounced impact.

on the principle that it is more desirable to engage in the
prevention of a problem, rather than its treatment after it be-
comes furry manifested, we feel that the church shoutd engage

actively and aggressively in the affairs of its community. Both

central administration and parishes should identify needs and

engage in the provision of services for each community. Brooklyn
and Queens offer countless opportunities for such services.
Their highly mobile population obviously presents many challenges
yet our respondents were most optimistic in the rore whi-ch the
Church can play in championing their cause. The need for estab-
lishing reception centers for immigrants and the offering of ser-
vices ranging from language training and extensive orientation
programs and information campaigns to councelring about the
social and legal responsibilities of living in the united states
is staggering. Even the simplest tasks, such as the establish-
ment of a bank account, or the use of the pubric transportation
system often appear as insurmountabre obstacles to newcomers. rt
is obvious to us that onry in furr partnership with formal and
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informal ethnic networks can the Church meet these needs. Hence,

the emphasj-s should be on augmenting, not replacing, family and

other private support systems.

This marriage of formal and informal services must confront

such matters as:

o medical care

. language training
o vocational training

. job placement

o placing children in schools and day care progralns

o translating

o family councelling

o filing for permits, Iicences, immigration paPer+ social
benefits, etc.

o obtaining decent housing

During the course of our research, it became increasingly

evident to us that any initiatives in the housing area must con-

centrate on the root causes of neighborhood deterioration. Given

scarce resources, the Church ought to focus on initiatives which

can help the most people at the least cost. Among resources

which the Church can enlist and commit most readily are human.

It is in harnessing and utilizing such human resources that we

feel our client must concentrate.

The basic premise which undergirds our recommendations is
that New York City, in general, and the two boroughs we have in-
vestigated, in particular, have a housing stock which, although

aging, is basically adequate in size and quality. As the 1980
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Census and other studies have shown, while the size of the City's

Hispanic population has increased substantially, the housing stock

is likely to remain adeguate as a result of the exit of many of

the older ethnics, as well as the better off among newer immi-

grants. The only possible problem with this scenario is if the

housing stock of specific neighborhoods is allowed to deteriorate

beyond the point where it is salvageable without major structural
rehabilitation. An equally important problem would be the un-

checked process of gentrification which claims desirable areas

and damages established, though low income, neighborhoods by

creating imbalances in real estate values and affecting the soc-

ial and economic balance of entire communities.

Accordingry, we feer that the focus of any initiatives in
the housing area should be on preservation of the physj-cal, econ-

omic, and sociar stock of neighborhoods. A stable popuration

base j-s an indispensabre prerequisite to such a strategy and it
can be maintained through economi-c investment and projects which

augment a community's sense of pride. For instance, assistance
with obtaining loans for small businesses and improvement loans
for homeowners, aggressive inj-tiatives to preserve and improve

the quarity of schoors, the offering of inexpensive but sound

lega1 and other expert and technicar services, the offering and

augmenting of community services through organization and the ap-
prication of political infruence, the organization of neighbor-
hood patrols, and the facilitation of grass roots activism are all
essential components in the fight to stem the deteri-oration of
neighborhoods and, witJ. a reratively modest infusion of funds, the
improvement of communities.
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rf such measures are not taken earry and. consistentry, the

momentum for deterioration will become irreversible. Reduction

of community services, inferior schools, Ioss of economlc vltal-
ity, crime, and, in general, l-ow quality of life read to increas-
ing housing abandonment rates, the blighting of entire areas and

the destruction of community life and, eventually, of the com-

munity itself. To prevent this problem, the Church, again in
crose cooperation with other public and private agencies, can

offer initiatives and an array of support services in such areas

ag:

o tenant organization

o self-help work

o rehabilitation

o neighborhood improvements

o architectural services

o management training
. energy conservation

o housing payments

o budgeting

. social services (see also DeGiovanni, et al, 19g2:56)

since housing is such an important element of one,s rife,
it is essential that initiatives in this area intended to improve
the housing stock do not read to the displacement of people. To

do so,.the church would unwittingry pray into the hands of de-
veropers who stand to make huge profits from neighborhoods in de-
sirabre areas which are abandoned and destroyed so that they can
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reappear, phoenix rike, as expensive upper middle crass areas.

The objective, again, shourd be to preserve neighborhoods, rath-
cr than build new ones.

rn this context, we are somewhat skepticar about the long-
term viability of the recently announced plan by a number of
Brooklyn church groups to buird 5,000 new homes in the brighted
Brookryn areas of ocean HiIl, Brownsville and East New york.

This plan, dubbed the "Nehemiah" pran, has now a cash reserve of
$22 million for row interest loans to home buyers. church groups

$ot together $I2 million, while the rest came from the City,s
Federal Community Development Fund.

we feel that this is certainry a worthwhire endeavor and

it may succeed in offering reasonably priced housj-ng to middle-
to-rower-middre income families. yet, in line with our present-
ation so far, we must express reservations about the long-term
prospects for such "oases" unress an appropriate community in-
frastructure is given an egually prominent position in the
group's development pIans. on the other hand, the positive psy-
chological effects of such a substantial commitment by a public
and private partnership shourd not be underestimated either.

rn the finar analysis, the demand for sound and affordable
housing will rely heavily on the actual size of the undocumented
immigrant community in Brooklyn and eueens. These two boroughs
hold the vast majority of this popuration component of New york
city and thus require that one confront official statistics about
the housing situation there with open eyes. rt wourd be worth-
whi1e, for instance, to makq an in-depth study of each component
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of the housing composition of neighborhoods where immigration

is more pronounced -- including such matters as co-op conver-

sion and gentrification, housing abandonment, arson for profit,

in rem housing. Furthermore, the types of housing in such areas

must be catalogued and the unique problems of each type of
structure analyzed so as to identify areas which may simultan-

eously be experiencing shortages of acceptable housing in the

midst of an abundance of essentially sound and rehabilitable
structures. rt is in this manner that we feel that the church

may best utilize its limited resources in this social service

area -
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8. What kind of house did you live in when you first arrived?

Ba.Ior2family

8b. 3 or more family

9. Ilave you received any help in settling from relatives or
friends ?

9a. (If yes) who helped you get settled?

9b. What type of help did you receive?

10. What other ethnic organizationsdo you belong to?

SECTION II - QUESTIONS ABOUT NEIGHBORHOOD

1I. Where do your three best friends live?

L2. Do you and your ethnj-c group call this neighborhood by a special
name? If Sor what are the physical boundaries of this neighbor-
hood ?

13. In your opinion, is there an employment problem in this com-
muni ty ?

r3a- rf sor could you terr us something about the probrem
(open-ended question) ?

14. Where do you work?

14a. How do you get to work?

I4b. How long does it take you to get there?
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15. What kind of jobs do most (ethnic group) in this neighborhood
hold?

15a. Do most people here work close by or comrnute long
distances?

]6. where do most people around here come from? rs this a predom-
inantly (his ethnicity) neighborhood?

17. Are many residents of this neighborhood first generation im-migrants? What proportion?

18. Do you think the number of (his ethnicity) here has increased,,decreased, or remained the same over the past five years?(circle answer)

19. How do you feel about that?

20. $rhat type of housing do most peopre around here have?

20a.1or2family
20b. 3 or more family

2L. Do most (ethnic group) here:

2La. own their homes

2lb. rent

22- Did you stay with reratives when you first came xo B/e?

23- Did you stay with friends or people from the same rocarityfrom back home?
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24. Do most new immigrants seem to have:

24a. family contacts already here?

24b. contacts from same locality from back home?

25. rs it difficult to find housing in this area? rf so, why?

26- How has th9 housj-ng situation in this neighborhood changed inthe past five years? For example, the quarity of housing,
crowding conditions, costs?

27. What have been the most important changes that have occurred,ln this neighborhood in the past five years?

28- what are the greatest needs of this neighborhood?

29. Are there any sociar clubs or other organizations in thci-s
neighborhood that assist residents? Names and name of contact.

30. rn.your opinion, what are the predominant religions in this
neighborhood?

SECTION III - QUESTTONS ABOUT ETHNICITY

3I. Do you work with many people from (country X) ?

31a. courd you guess the proportion of your co-workers
who came from (country X1 2

31b. Why do so,many (ethnic Aroup) work there?
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32- Are there other areas of the city that contain rarge numbersof immigrants from (country X) Z -

32a. rf so, is there much contact among peopre from(country X) here and in those oth6r'arlas?
32b. In what ways do you interact?

33. How do most people from (country X) come here? That is, whoherps them with the cost of trairel'and i" s"tiri,J-irra

34. Is it difficult for new inunigrants from (country X) to findhousing when they arrive?
34a- what kind of riving arrangements do they make?(relat.ives/f riends i

35. rs it difficult for new immigrants to find work on arrivar?Why or why not?

36' 
}:;=;n"i; ::?, 

new immisrants arrivins rrom (country X) these

37 . Do you think the newcomers, situation is (circre answer) :
37a. more difficult (why?)

37b. about the sarne

37c. less difficult (why?).

38' Have the housing choices for those newly arrived changed muchfrom your own experiences ? If sor in wnat ways?
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39. Do you think that those newry arriving intenc to stay?

39a. (rf yes) do you think they wirl become citizens?

40. Wltat are the most important trc.<.'rll; ol ncw jrnrnj-grants from(country X) ?

4r. who might be abre to help: with soJving these problems (any
organization or people) ?

42. How comfortable does the respondent feer in the use of theEnglish language? (INTERVIEWER To ANSWER THrS QUESTION
HII{SELF) . Is he/she:

42a. very comfortable

42b. somewhat comfortable

42c. not very comfortable

42d. not at all comfOrtable

43. Do you think that strong abirity ro use the English ranguagehelps to solve day to diy problems?

44. Where did you learn English?

45. Do you think that most new immigrants from (country x) haveproblems with English? rf So, how do they get aroi:nd theproblem?

46. Is there someone else from (country X) that I should talk toabout the problems of immigrants fiom (country X) ?
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BROOKLYN NEIGHBORHOOD NUMBER AND NAI"IE DESIGNATION:

I. Gravesend Bay

2. Fort Hamilton-Dyker Beach

3. Bush Terminal

4. Greenwood Cemetery

5. Prospcct park

6. Kings Plaza-Floyd Bennet Fie1d

7. trIatlands Industrial park

8. Kings County Hospital

9. Brooklyn Heights piers

10. Brooklyn Navy yard

1I. Greenpoint Industrial Area

12- Cemetery

I3. tlighland Park Cemetery

14. Canarsie Beach park

15. Jamaica Bay

I6. Brooklyn l"larine park

17. Gerritsen Beach

IB. Manhattan Beach

19. Brighton Beach

20. Ptum Beach

2L. Coney Island

22. Seagate

23. West Brighton

24. Sheepshead Bay

25. Homecrest

26. Gravesend

27. Bath Beach

2B - Bensonhurst

29 - Mapleton

30. Dyker Heights

31. Bay Ridge

32. Sunset Park

33. Red Hook

34. Columbia Street

35. Cobble Hill
36. Carrol Gardens

37. Gowanus

38. Boerum HilI
39. Park Slope

40. Windsor Terrace

41. Ocean parkway

42. Flatbush

43. Midwood

44. Madison

45. Marine park

46. MilI Basin

47. MiIl Is1and

48. Bergen Beach

49. Georgetown

50. Canarsie

51. Starrett City
52. North Canarsie



BROOKLYN NEIGHBORHOOD NU},IBER AND NAME DESIGNATION:
(continued)
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53. Farragut

54. Remsen Village

55. North East Flatbush

56. Wingate

57. Broadway Junction

58. F1atlands

59. Rugby

60. Lefferts Gardens

61. Crown Heights

62. Brower Park

63. Weeksvi.lle

64. Proapect Heights

65. Brooklyn Heights

66. Fulton Ferry

67. Downtown

58. Fort Greene

69. Clinton

70. Tompkins Park

71. Stuyvesant Heights

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

85.

86.

87.

88.

89.

90.

Southern Williamsburg

South Side

North Side

Bedford Stuyvesant

Greenpoint

Ridgewood

Bushwick

Ocean HilI
North Williamsburg

Brownsville

East New York

Highland Park

City Line

Fresh/Spring Creek

New Lots

Cyprus HilIs
Boro Park

Owls Head Park and Waterfront

Central Williamsburg
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APPENDIX VI

QUEENS NEIGHBORHOOD NUIIBER AND NAII{E DESIGNATION:

I. South Jamaica

2. Springfleld Gardens North

3. Springfield Gardens South

4. Brookville

5. Rosedale

6. Jamaica Estates

7. IIollis
8. St. Albans

9. Breezy Point and Roxbury

10. Neponset and Be1le Harbor

11. Rockaway Park-Seaside

L2. Hammels

13. Arverne-Edgemere

14. Bayswater

15. Far Rockaway

16. Broad Channel

L7. Forest Hills
IB. Rego Park

19. Glendale

20. Ridgewood

2L. l[iddle Village
22. Flushing

23. College Point

24. Garden Bay

25. Corona

26. North Corona

27. East Elmhurst

28. Jackeon Helghts

29. Elmhurst

30. Maspeth

31. Sunnyside

32. Hunterrs Point

33. Cambria Heights

34. Queens Village

35. Jamaica Hil1s

36. Briarwood

37 - Kew Gardens Hills
38. Pomonok

39. Hillcrest
40. Utopia

41. Fresh l,leadows

42. Oakland Gardens

43. Bellerose-Floral park

44. Glen Oaks

45. Douglaston-Little Neck

46. Bayside

47. Clearvi-ew

48. Auburndale

49. Whitestone

50. Bowne Park
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QUEENS NEIGHBORHOOD NUT'IBER AND NAI"IE DESIGNATION:
(continued)

5I. tlurray HilI 60. Kew Gardens

52. East Flushing 61. Jamaica

53. Woodhaven 62. Queensboro Hill
54. Richmond llill 63. Woodside

55. South Ozone Park 64. Ditmars-Steinway

56- Ozone Park 65. Astoria-Long Is1and City
57. Lindenwood 66. Laurelton

58. tloward Beach 67 . "Unassigned tracts"
59. OId Howard Hamilton Beach
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INDIVIDUAIS INTERVIEWED

Andrade, Cathy Education Dept. - Union HilI Center

Education Committee, Federation of
Italian-American Organizations of
Brooklyn

Director, Center for puerto Rican
Studies

National Emergency Coalition for
Haitian Refugees

Director of the Crown Heights progress
Council

Center for Puerto Rican Studies

Editorial Staff, La parola del popolo

Director, Chinatown planni_ng Council

President, Oceanfront Development
Corp.

President, l'laria SS Casaluce

N.Y. City Ha11, Staff Couneel Criminal
Justice and Housing

President, Federation of Italj.an-
American Organizations of Brooklyn

Brooklyn Borough president,s Office

faSlieri, 
Joe

Dominguez, Rev.Francisco Director, rmmi.gration services, N.y.
Archdiocese

Director, Rectory Staff, St. Matthews
Church, Crown Heights, Brooklyn

Dousdebes, Fr. Rene Esperanza Center

Bonilla, Frank

Buchanan, Susan

Calderone, Alban

Campos, Riccardo

Cipolla, Gaetano

Cohen, Alan

Cohen, Hyman

Colella, Oreste

Cremin, Andrea

DiSanto, Mario

Domani, Greg

Donohue, Pauline

DuPuy, Jean

EIi, Florence

Elj-ot, Don

Etienne

Haitian Neighborhood Center

Councellor with Crown Heights progress
Council

City Planning Commission

Haitian Neighborhood Center



Falcone, JosePh

Fernandez, Luis

Firestein, NancY

FJ.tzpatrick, Fr. JosePh

Fonnegra, LoIa

Ge1bmary C1ark

Gerena-VaIentin, Gilberto

Gonzalez, Aida

Grant, Geraldine

Gurak, Douglas

Hernandez, lrtario

Jordin, Hector

Kaiteris, John

Kelly, Lenore

Kim, Rev. PauI

Kim, Young Ho

Konstantinides, S.

Krase, Jerry

Krouch, Roi

Lazar, Fr. J.E.

163.

Neighborhood Stabilization Project

Dominican Leader

Neighborhood Stabilization Project,

Chairman, SociologY DePt., Fordham
University

Colombian Leader

Director, Flatbush Tenants Council

City Council - N.Y. CitY HaIl

Ecuadorian Leader

Ethnic studies Program, Queens college

Hispanic Research Center, Fordham
University

Hispanic Social Worker

Center for Puerto Rican Studies

Executj-ve Director, Hellenic American
Neighborhood Action Committee

St. Joseph Co1tege, Consultant to
Crown Heights Progress Council

Pastor, United Methodist Church of
Flushing

Secretary General, Korean Assocj-ation
of New York

President, Pontios SocietY

Chairman, Sociology Dept., Brooklyn
CoIlege

Director, Pratt Area Committee Councj-I
Housing

President, Polonians Organized to
Irlinister to our Community

Assistant Director of Southern Brook-
Iyn Community Organization

Lonner, Rabbi Jacob
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Lukach, Margaret Director of sociar servi-ces, Cathoric
Immigration Office, Greenpoint

Maggiore, Joe vice president, Federation of rtari-an-
American Organizations of Brooklyn

Mann, Evelyn Head, population Division, Clty plan_
ning Commissj-on

llarcial, carmen Education Representative - rnternational
Ladies Garment Worker,s Union

Martinez, Miguer Board of Education - chair of puerto
Rican Forum

l'lason, Marco Urban League

Medina, Irene Education Office - International
Ladies Garment Worker,s Union

Moore, Richard J. princeton University
Negron, Frank Director, Accion Latina
Ortiz, Douglas Director, Southside United Housing

Development Corp.

Paredes, Mario Executive Director, Irnmigration Of_fice, Nationat Conference of Bishops
Perales, Gladys peia Museo del Barrio
Pietanza, Vito Board Member, Federation of Italian_American Organizations of Brooklyn
Pileggi, camirlo president, carabria ctub of Brookryn
Rogler, Lloyd Director, Hispanic Research Center,Fordham University, Bronx
Rosado, Marciel uispanic Social Worker
Rowan, John Community Board 3, eueens
sansaricq, Rev. Guy Haitian Apostolate center
Seley, John Director, Urban Studies, eueens College
snyder, Martin Project Director for the oceanfrontDevelopment Corp.



Spiropoulos, Theone

Szpilski, Fr.

Trabo1d, Fr. Robert

Vardy, Frank

Yioulos, Demetri

16s.

Director, Greek Educational Associa-
tion of Astoria

Pastor of St. Stanislaus Parish,
Brooklyn

Pastor of St. Ignatius, Crown Heights,
Brooklyn

Demographer, Population Division, City
Planning Cornmission

Director, Astoria Development Project


